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This condition, however, can riot
exist longer. It is generally admitted
in the capital that the "bars are
down" and the next ten days will see
the people of New Mexico have an
Inning from beginning to end.
There is a quantity of legislation
pending which it is generally ac
knowledged should be enacted into
law, the opposition of the
thereto notwithstanding.
It is wonderful to see the change
that has taken place since the antics
of the Journal and the machine
which it represents have come to be
viewed in their honest, ridiculous
light. The legislators themselves al
most without exception have tired of
the sensational, untruthful and libel
ous reports, and as the circulation of
that periodical will testify, its sale
here has diminished rapidly.
"I'm tired of all this rot. Let's
pass the bills the people want and go
home, where we can live without
g
some
sheet branding us
as criminals without the slightest excuse for so doing." Such or similar
expressions are often heard among
the legislators.
The coming week will be a busy
one for every member of the leglsla
ture.
The majority in the council
and house which has from the be
ginning stood firm for home rule and
home legislation, still stands un
broken. It has even secured recruits
SENATOR FORAKER IS PREPARING FOB A PHOTOGRAPH CAMPAIGN FOR HIS NOMINATIONfrom those who at the outset were
photo$a,ooo worth
presidency,
For
into a
has
deceived or otherwise influenced into
GRAPHS. News Item.
opposing it. In the house, Hudspeth
a democrat, is working might and
main to gather about him that little
minority which
followed Captain
Kuppe into a most unpleasant post
FOR PANAMA LABOR APPEAL
RUEF
tlon, and which, were it not for Hud
speth, would be entirely at sea.
In a great many ways this leglsla
ture has been handicapped. It has
TO THE PRESIDENT
CASIM1R PERIER
TIME BY TECHNIbeen accused of about all the things
which ingenious political and newspaper inventiveness could concoct. At
the same time it remains a matter of
TOR RELIEF
CAL
DIEDTODAY
record not of rumor that It has
JELAYS
stood for the people and their desired
legislation regardless of all attempts
by the opposition machine to use the
whip.
The lies and Inuendoes of the past Obstruction of Heart by Blood Wants Habeas Corpus From Shovelmen Want Increase of
few weeks will be blown aside like
Wages and Accumulation
Clot or Similar Foreign
chaff before the wind in the next ten
State Supreme Court-Char- ges
days, and the thirty-sevent- h
leglsla
of Vacation Time.
tive assembly will be seen by the peo.
Intrusion the Cause.
Prejudice.
pie in its true light a body of men
from the people and acting for them
in every way possible, despite the
LOUISVILLE CAR STRIKE
POLICEMAN CHARGED WITH
rabid utterances of a subsidized paper RESIGNED PRESIDENCY ON
and its small following, which has
RESULTS IN REAL BATTLE
DREYFUS
ACCOUNT
TRIAL
DEFRAUDING TOURISTS
hindered them in every conceivable
anti-machi-

mud-slingin-
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MURDERED NOT

Drops of Blood Found on
Wagon Support Murder Theory.
'

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Deming, N. M.. March 12.
Though the matter has been
kept secret as much as possible,
4 while clues could be investl- 4 gated, it develops that C. G.
Robertson was murdered,
his
4 body made away with, and the
4 story that he had drowned is a
4 fabrication pure and simple.
4
It is the suppostlon that the
4 murder was committed us he
4 was crossing the Gila river and
4 that the wagon was left in the
4 in dill,; of the stream and the
horses on the bank of the river
to make grounds to support the
story. This theory
4 drowning
4 leaks out through a letter writ- by
ten
the wife of the missing
man to a friend. Mrs. Robert
son Fays that she thinks that
Mr. Robertson was killed and not
drowned and she think that she
knows who did it. The story
mat .Mr. itouertson was drowned
as will as another story started
from some unknown source that
he had left the country, gone to
California and deserted his family are nut believed by Mrs. Robertson.
She says that he was
too devoted to run away.
Drops of blood, which have
been found on the wagon Mr.
Itoberlson had when he left
home, support the murder theory. There was also blood on a
roll of bedding in the wagon.
Mr. Robertson's gun was wrapped
up In this bedding and it is
thought that the old man may
have made an effort to get the
gun iiftir being shot but expired
before reaching It. The gun
had not been used. The motive
of the crime, however, is not
known. Mr. Itoberlson was not
known to huvu an enemy in the
whole Gila country, and as nothing was disturbed about his
wagon, the robbery theory is not
plausable.
Mrs. Robertson Is in very poor
A
circumstances.
reward
of
1 100
has been offered for the
capture of the murderer.
Itoberlson disappeared
more
than a month ago. His team
was found tied on the banks of
the Gtia river, with the wagon
in the middle of the river,
mired down.
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The leaders of the republican ma
jority in the house have stood at tha
head of their forces undaunted, and
will not regret that they have been
attacked so falsely in the sensational
press.
They have
done this much, if nothing more not
one measure has passed the house
which has not been a good law in
every sense of the word, properly and
clearly drawn and having for Its ob
ject some definite good for the terri
tory and the people whom they hav
the honor to represent. In remarks
upon the floor of the house, it
can never be said that they have
used personalities derogatory to the
character jir integrity of any member. It is this which has held the
"Immortal seventeen" together to a
man, despite the cowardly attacks
and guerrilla warfare
which they
have had to face.
Much interest now centers In the
report of the house special Investigation of the governor.
The committee has tlnlshed its work.
The governor was asked to appear before it
and present his tide of the case. He
did not appear. Out of all the witnesses called, ho alone, for reasons
best known to himself, found It best
to remain away.
E. C. Abbott, of
Santa Fe, chairman of the special
to
committee, refuses
talk of the report until it has been acted upon by
the house.
Kills in House.
Yesterday was the last day for the
introduction of bills in the house, ex-

cept under suspension of the rules.
Those introduced were:
House joint memorial No. 2, asking
Ihe president to extend privileges to
the Pecos forest reserve us on other
reserves. The secretary was instructed to forward a copy to Washington.
House bill No. IMti, by Walters, for
territorial board of horticulture.
House bill No. 1K7, by Walters, relative to new school districts. Tabled.
House bill No. liS, by Walters, for
spraying of fruit trees.
House bill No. ll)9, by Ramon Sanchez, relative to public highways.
House bill No. 200, by Studley, to
amend section , chapter 2. laws of
lStOS, relative to Torrance county.
House bill No. 201, by Studley, redemption of properly held for taxes.
House bill No. 20?, by Ramon Sanchez, relative to school bonds, etc.
House bill No. 203. by Ramon Sanchez, to abolish the mounted police.
House bill No. 204, by llaca, fir
an exhibit from New Mexico for the
Alaska-Yuko- n
exposition.
House bill No. 205, by Abbott of
Santa Fe, duties of assessor.
House bill No. 206, by Gallegos.
relative to boundaries of school districts.
House bill No. 207, by IJaca, relative to ball.
House bill No. 2us, by Green, to
prevent discrimination against native
labor by employers. 1'assed house by
a viva voce vole.
House bill No. 209, by Raca. rela4 tive to draylng.
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Blown Up by One of Its Own
Torpedoes With Fatal
Effect.

DECIDES THAI IT

FIFTY ARE KILLED
FULLY

300

AND

ARE INJURED

Nothing of Importance for Either Many Adjacent Ships Were SerSide Developed In Testimony
iously Damaged by the
of Policeman Howe.
Explosion

ing held back, for the simple reason
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 12. The that
it has been unjustly termed "reattempts on the part of the
taliatory."
up

C. G.

S

T TO BE ADMITTED

Governor Did Not Appear Before the Committee on Sales of
Territorial Lands as He Had Been
Requested to Do.
'
.lif3"
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SHIP IS

the Thaw Trial Today-- Ar
guments Over Admission
of Smith's Evidence.
E

pmr

month.

SEES FRENCH BATTLE

ADVANCE

J

all
organization to tie
useful legislation demanded by the
people, In every way possible, on the
pretext each time that it has some
base ulterior or retaliatory end in
The closing
view, will not prevail.
days of the legislature are at hand.
If the people are to receive the legislation they want and to which they
are entitled, it must be done within
More than that,
the next ten days.
words of the
it will be done, if the passage
can be
men entrusted with its
relied upon.
Despite the fact that by a variety
of dilatory tactics, the present
organization,
and th
forces which it dominates with a
organized
as
a
well
much command
machine always has at Its command,
has succeeded to some extent in block
ing a few measures temporarily, the
work of that organization will be
quickly undone within the next few
days.
The committees in both the
house and the council are working
steadily.
The smaller less Important
bills are being reported daily and
disposed of.
The appropriation bill
is being steadily considered in the
committee on finance of the house
and will soon be before the house for
action.
This bill is an important
one, since on It hinges the running of
territorial government and Institutions for the coming two fiscal years.
f the comWhile the deliberations
mittee are not public, it is known that
to some extent at least the discrimination between educational institutions, which has been noticeable on
several occasions, will be eliminated.
At the same time It will be the object
of this committee and of the assem
bly as a whole to see that each department of New Mexico receives its
pro rata share.
The Journal and the other
papers of the territory
have taken great pains to give credence to the report that the presen:
territorial administration has been
besieged by conscienceless political
powers, each with a handful of "retaliatory measures."
It is noticeable at this late date of
the assembly that not a single "retaliatory" measure has been found In
any of the legislation enacted or even
proposed. It is even a fact that legislation demanded by the people in
many portions of New Mexico is. be- -
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BUT UTILE

Minority Now Has Regularly Organized
Machine to Oppose the Regular Organization of Republican Majority.
MAJORITY WORKS HARD TO

Th Evanlng Cltltan, In
Dsllvsrsd by CarrUra, M

F

BE INTRODUCED IN HOUSE
BUT
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T.llirary of Congrnss

Paris, March

M. Caslmir
of France, died

12.

Pe-rle-

r,
y.

JK'atli UncxMctcd.
His death occurred at 11 o'clock
last night of embolism or plugging up
of the heart. The news was not published until this morning. The
hud been ill for two or three
days but no great Importance was attached to his illness.
Jean Paul Caslmir Perier was the
son and the grandson of a statesman.
was born November
The
28, 1847.
In the summer of 1894,
he was elected president, immediately after the assassination of President
Carnot. He was not popular owing to
his opposition to the agencies which
threatened national security.
Serious differences arose between
the president and his supporters and
eventually, in January, lsifD. lie resigned. Hunting the Zola trial it developed that the reason for ills resignation was that the cabinet concealed
from him material facts of policy, so
s
that he nearly found himself in
quarrel with Gernianv, owlnir to
his Ignorance of the Dreyfus scandal.
serl-iou-

NO MOKE MANSFIELD COPPER

STtXK FOR SALE.
Patagonia, Ariz., March 12. The
financing of the Mansfield copper
mine is now practically completed,
and the directors of the company
have ordered that the sale of development stock be discontinued. This action has been taken in view of the unexpectedly rapid absorption
of the
company's securities, enabling the
management to place the properly
upon a
basis and
thereby obviating the necessity of fur-thBale of stock. A decided Impetus
to the business and mining Interests
of the district 13 resulting from the
rapid development of a number of
new and promising copper properties
In the vicinity of Patagonia.
er

CLUB AFTER

WILD-

CAT SCHEMERS
Joplin, Mo., March 12. Fake mining promotions and stock Joking
schemes in the southwest lead and
zinc lields are likely to meet with
some "hard sledding" In the near future, if the plans of the Joplin Commercial dub ure carried Into execution. It is the purpose of the club to
attack ull the unreliable concerns advertising from this district and bring
them to the notice of the postal authorities. Meanwhile the development
of legitimate enterprise is going forward rapidly; and the prosperity of
the lead and xine Industry was never
greater than today.

San Francisco, March

Panama,

Ruef's

12.

March

12.

The

steam

employed on the canal
attorneys this morning applied to the shovelmen
have demanded an Increased pay and
state supreme court for a writ of ha- the withdrawal of the rules regard

ing the accumulation of vacation
time. The chief engineer has refused
these demands, and a committee of
men lias been named to go to Washington to bring the questions at issue
before President Koosevelt.

beas corpus.

The assistant district
for and was granted
time ip which to prepare counter affidavits to that tiled by Ruef alleging
prejudice on the part of Judge Dunne.
The defendant was remaneded to the
custody of Elisor Kiggy, after which
adjournment was taken until tomor-

attorney asked

EFFORT TO RUN STREET
CARS RESULTS IN FIGHT.
Louisville, March 12. With the aid
row.
of strikebreakers and the protection
of the police, the street railway company this morning started a partial
POLICE HELD TP TOURISTS
AT SALT IiAKE CITY service on four lines. Each car has
Salt Lake City, March 12. Chief two or three policemen on each platof this trouble beof I'olice George W. (Sheets, charged form, but In spite
were numerwith conspiracy to defraud tourists gan early and hold-up- s
pasnlng through the city, was today ous.
l
held by Judge Whltlaker to answer to
I tattle Reached.
criminal division of the district court.
The rioting culminated at noon in
an outbreak at Second and Drecken-ridg- u
streets, between the strikers
INSTANTLY KILLED BY und the strike sympathizers on the
one hand, und tiie police and strikebreakers on the other, in which six
policemen and motormen are known
VOLT CURRENT to have been seriously Injured and a
.Hon; or mure bi ulsud and cut.
Piu-luH-

2200

j

Finney Martin, a lineman for the Electrical
Street Hallway company of this city,
was Instantly killed through contact
with a live wire while working on the
company's lines here yesterday morning.
Martin, who was one of the
company's most reliable and efficient
workman was employed at the time
of the accident In wrapping a dead
end on the power circuit at the corner of Fourth and Santa Fe streets.
With him on the opposite side of the
pole was I J. H. lingers, nnother lineman. Suddenly as Martin In order to
obtain a better purchase of the material he was using. leaned backward,
he came in contact with a live wire
and was killed. The death must have
been Instantaneous as Kogers perceiving the difficulty at once seized his
companion and broke the contact only
to lind that life was extinct.
Tne
body, which remained for a time after the accident, suspended by the
guard belt, was lowered to the ground
by means of a block and fall and
every means imaginable to resuscitate
the victim was invoked. This Is the
second death from live wires among
Kl I'aso electricians within the past
year. Tho current,
which passed
through Martin's body, carried a pressure of 2,200 olts.
s
t 1 $
WHAT'S UP AT THE
NATIONAL C APITAL?
4 Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington. 1. C, March 12.
After the cabinet meeting today
Hoot 4
4 Secretaries Garlleld and
4 remained with the president for
nearly three hours.
Another letter carrier has been Y
4
lt secured for Raton, N. M.
El Paso, March 12.

r
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ANN UAL STATE BAR

MEETING AT MILWAUKEE.
Milwaukee, March 12. The annual
meeting of llio Wisconsin liar asso
ciation began in tho United States
circuit court room today and will
continue tomorrow.
The president
delivered Ills annual address today.
was,
The topic
"Some Ideal States
and Some Legal Ideas."
In the
evening Lyman J. Nash, of Manl-towewill speak.
Tomorrow forenoon, there will be an address by
W.
liazelton, Milwaukee, "John
(.
Jay und the Treaty of 17SI4." Afternoon unnual address by John liar-to- n
Payne, Chicago. Address by
iiurr W. Jones, Madison, "The Homicide Problem in the United States."
in the evening the grand banquet
will be given at the liankln House,
with a large company.

e,

MOVER CASE COMES VP
OJf MOTION

TO DISMISS.

'

w

CONVENTION OF WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
Jackson, Ky., March 12. A big
gathering of Woodmen of the World
opened here today, and will continue
until the 14th. The headquarters are
U the Windsor hotel, and the sessions will be in the auditorium of
the hotel. Today the convention was
called to order by Colonel Tnomas
manager for
W. Mitchell, general
Georgia and Florida.
Committees
were appointed and the convention
adjourned to the city council chamber, where Mayor Severelgn, W. 11.
Paker, mibyor of Jacksonville, delivered an address of welcome, und
turned the kejs of the city over to
the assembled delegates The delegates were then photographed on the
lawn of the municipal building. At
the afternoon session the reports of
committee were received, and exemplification of the work was given,
all Woodmen having a good opportunity to see the Initiation of candidates done in line stylo by the palmetto guards. As a degree team the
palmetto guards do some fine work.
CHICAGO MERCHANTS'
1(1(1 INFORMAL SUPPER.
Chicago, March 12. Development
of a fraternal and
spirit
among Chicago merchants Is the ob-eof a big Informal supper to be
given by the Chicago Commercial
association at the Coliseum tonight.
Officers of the association have given a neighborly, good fellowship affair, at which a plan of work for
the year will be mapped out. A
musical program wll also be provided.
It is expected that there will
be a large Increase of nueniberHhip.
ct

KILLED IIY FALL OF
HUGE ICICLE ON CAR.
Niagara, N. Y., March 12. A huge
Icicle dropped from the cliff of .Niagara gorge onto a trolley car of the
Gorge road this afternoon, us It was
passing the whirlpool rapids.
Tha
motnrman was killed and five passengers were injured.

self-defen-

Toulon, March It. Ths powdsf
magazine on board the French battleship Lena blew up today while the
vessel waa in the Misstessy dock.
owing to the explosion of a compress- on air torpedo. There were about (SO
officers and men on board the Lena
nt the time of disaster, but many of
them Jumped into the water.
Tho
authorities here believe that tho victims will number over 200.
Further explosions occurred upon
the Lena every momenf and the debris flew over the dock yard for a
distance of 500 yards. A shell weighing twenty pounds was hurled a quarter of a mile before striking the
ground. The Lena was undergoing;
Inspection of machinery when the explosion occurred.
The concunlon
caused by the explosion of the compressed air torpedo set fire to the aft
powder magazine, blowing up the
whole aft part of the vessel and officials declare that the magazines of
the Lena were completely filled with
explosives and that the recurrent de.
tonRtlons indicate they are all on fire.
Threo Hundred Injured.
Tho number of Injured Is now
known to be about S00, including
many officers. It Is believed certain
that over fifty were killed and of tho
Injured 100 are seriously hurt.
Rear Admiral Wounded.
Rear Admiral Manceron Is among
the wounded, and included
In th
killed is Ensign Rousse.
OTHER VESSELS NEARBY
WERE MADLY DAMAGED.
Paris, March 12. Only meager details of the explosion on the Lena
have reached here. It Is stated, however, at the ministry of marine that
the warship had been, flooded... Advices also said that many vessels near
. 1
the Lena had been damaged.
TO VISIT SONS ON
EASTER FROM GERMANY.
New York,, March 12.
Mrs.
Charlemagne Tower, wife of the ambassador to Germany, has written to
her sons that she Willi siull today
from there, in order to greet them
on Easter day. Mr. Tower: will coma
over later. Mrs. Tower has a talent
for surrounding herself with international social lights and has won honors and laurels for herself this winter, by the dignity held throughout
the gamut of her entertainments,
whether it was of a cosmopolitan or
exclusive nature.
Her Washington
party was a grand event In social clr- .
and was attended by the Crown
Prince Frederick William and Crown
Princess, and the number of distinguished Americans was very notable.
'..

cli-B-

ESTEI I CAMERA
CLUir.S ANNUAL EX II HUT.
Rochester, N. Y March 12. This
year's exhibit of the Rochester Camera club opened today In the rooms
of the Wilder Arcade, and Is of unusual attractiveness as it Is to Include several exhibits from Curtlss
Hell, generally considered the most
artistic photographer In New York.
The pictures which Mr. Hell sends
were shown at an exhibit In London,
and were much admired.
I SOC11

GOVERNMENT WILL MAKE
ITS OWN TORPEDOES SOON
Washington, March
12.
Admiral
j Mason,
chief of the naval bureau of
nrdnxnee, has Just completed plans
for the construction of a torpedo fac-- I
tory at the Newport naval station,
and he expects to advertise ut once
for proposals for construction of the
buildings of necessary plants.
This
will be the first lime the government
has undertaken to make Its own tor-- 1
pectoes on a large scale.
The present type of naval torpedo
runs 3.500 yards under water, at an
average speed of 2M; knots, but experiments conducted by the ordnance
bureau have developed
n
torpedo
which will attain the speed of 35
knots an hour, at a distance of 1.000
yards, and possibly this type will be
adopted when fully developed and
turned out nt the new factory. Instead
of the present standard type.

REPUBLICANS

APPROPim

BILL

Nearly $100,000 for Albuquerque Will
Bernalillo County's Representatives Now Be Good?

12.
Caldwell, March
The case
against Moyer, Haywood and Pettl-bonofficials of the Western Federation of Miners, charged with com- pllclty in the assassination of former
Uovernor Steuenberg, came up today
on motion to dismiss the case. Judge
Wood, of Boise, has been called to
preside in it.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, March 12. The appiop
NOTED HALL PLAYER
KILLED IN A SALOON. rlatlon bill, of which there lias been
St. Ixiuls, March 12. Patrick J. so much talk, it is understood, will
Hynes, who for two seasons pitched go to the hull' this afternoon, alfor the St. Louis Americans, and who though that body has not yet conwas signed with the Milwaukee for vened.
the coming season, was shot and killThe committee refuses to disclose
ed this morning in a saloon here by the contents of the bill. It Is underIouls W. Klchardson, a bartender. stood that It contains for lieinahllo
Richardson declares that he tired in county:
10,000 for maintenance of the
und the one witness corNew Mexico University per annum,
roborates the statement.
e,

i

New York, March 12. With the
resumption of the Thaw trial this
morning Delmas continued his argument against admitting the testimony
of James C. Smith, brother-in-laof
White, who waa absent from the
country when the prosecution put In
its case in enter against Thaw.
Delmas contended
that Smith
should properly have been examined
at the beginning of the trial and
could not testify at this time. There
was a sharp argument between
Jerome and Delmas, in which Hart-rldg- e
also precipitated and corrected
several statements of the district attorney. Finally Fitzgerald announced
he was ready to rule on the point
and Delmas requested fifteen minutes
In order to consider with his associate counsel, and the time was
granted.
Smith's Testimony Admitted.
After a brief recess Delmas and
Jerome continued their arguments in
regard to the admissibility of the evidence of Smith.
Justice Fitzgerald
was brief in his ruling. lie said that
the evidence which Smith had to offer
was newly discovered, and In the Interest of Justice, should go to the
Jury. "I overrule the objection," he
concluded.
Jerome then asked that the examination of Smith be postponed until
after luncheon recess, to enable him
to call Officer Edward F. Howe to
the stand. This was granted.
Nothing Gained From Howe.
Howe's testimony was in regard to
the arrest of Thaw on the night of
the shooting and his examination at
the police station.
He said that
Thaw appeared rational.
Dr, Carlton Flint,, to whom Evelyn
Is said to have--' gone with Jack Barry-mor- e,
was called, but Delmas objeot-e- d
to his testimony on the same
ground he offered to other witnesses,
and Flint was excused, after testifying that he did not know Evelyn, although he had seen her In court.

an increase of I.Mi'iu: and an additional appropriation of SJj.OOU for a
new building.
Also
i. 400 for erection of dykes
.iIoiib the Rlii Grandt.
Charitable IiiniicuUoiis in Albimuer-MU- e
will receive same appropriation
s In bill of 36th legislative UHsciubly.
This information im authentic.
Also 111). lino for territorial fair.
Appropriation bill was In tile house
it 4 o'clock, and was w as made special older of Pu.sim.'..
It iil! puss
tti" hous...
'
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NttaffiM for tnnnrWaWm tkraaah th
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JN ION (fly) LA B gl
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

served eleven terms a mavor of
port, It. I.

TVKSDAY,

New-

Among the Irish In high political
places In all parts of the union might
lie named Tom Taggart, of Indiana;
Senator Paterson, of Colorado; Senator Carter, of Montana: Kepresen-tatlv- e
llourke
Mockran, of New
York;
Representative
of
lturke.
South Dakota; Bernard S. Dodney,
delegate from New Mexico, and Justice Edward
White and Justice
Joseph McKenna, of the United
supreme
States
court Kdward A.
Moselcy, sccnHary of the interstate
commerce
commission, who has
labored for years to get the railroads
to adopt protective appliances
for
the personal safety of their employes,
is always pokingly Insistent on his
Irish blood.
The
tion in

E

EVENING CITIZEN.

ARIZONA FOREST;SISTER
BITTEN

PLEADS

DRUGS

FOR LIFE OF

SKUNK

When You Need

BROTHER

Victim Goes to Chicago For Hanging of Rosarlo Emllio Set
Relief Wound Shows SympFor March 22 May
Irish have a large representatoms of Hydrophobia.
be Stayed.
the realm of finance. Thomas

Fortune Byan, a loyal son of Krin.
said by ninny to be the coming
k'tiii of American finance, 1f Indeed
that honor has riot already fallen upon lilm through the failing health of
.1
I'ierpont Morgan
James J. Hill is
pathfinder
the greatest commercial
of the present century, having laid
open the great northwest with his
railroads, and sent his commerce laden ships to the ports of Japan, Russia, and China.
Alexander K. Orr,
president of tlio New York Life insurance company, Is only once removed from an Irishman horn
In
county Cork, and John A. McCall.
was also Irish.
his predecessor.
Daniel o'Diy is one of the presiding
geniuses of Standard
oil." Captain
John Flaiinery was president of lu
Southern ivitim exchange, and Colonel C. C. Sander headed the Slate
Kanking company, of Georgia.

always
Don't
think
how
you enn get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you can
get tho freshest, the purest
nnd strongest and como where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
Ill-XALWAYS.
.Ami otir
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

R. L. N'cill, a forest ranger,
ui
Mania Fr. N. M March 12
Mrs.
badly bitten l y a skunk the first part Grace Mctchcr, of Chaves county, arof the week at the forest reserve rived in the capital Sunday evening
camp, n.bout two miles from this city, to plead with the governor to save
says the Williams News.
the life of her brother. Rosarlo Etnil
About 11:30 o'clock Monday morn- lo. sentenced to hang March 22 for
ing Nelll returned from work near the murder of his sweetheart two
tin: camp for the purpose of cooking years ngo.
What success rh will have. If any.
dinner for hltmclf and the sergeant
in charge of the work, and was in the Is a matter of doubt as the governor
in t of reaching for an ax, with w hich heretofore
has made It a practice
Occidental Life RulMlng.
to cut some wood for a (jre and which never to Intel fere w ith a death sen
was lying on the ground near the tence after H fair ,,,( impartial Jury
s!ii of tin! bunk house, when a trial and has allowed several men to
skunk, concealed under the steps, bang after considerable pressure had
Twice as Many of Them in
suddenly jumped out nnd bit him on been brought to bear for a commutathe little finger of the right hand, the tion of P"ntence.
This Country as Are
animal, with the tenacity of a bulllias Not Seen Govcrno.
Corner B atiwav ar.d
.Mrs. Fletcher is registered at the
dog, holding onto Nelll's linger until
Now in Ireland.
the ranger had raised him about two Claire hotel. Monday afternoon she
East Railroad Avenue
feet from tho ground before ll releas- had mil yet Intervi--wethe governor.
When newspaper men called during
ed its teeth from tho man's linger.
Colo
the
Immediately
Phone, Duck 30.
Neill
hoSergeant
afternoon
was
not
at
notiiicd
she
the
Captain John J. Mealy was the McKay, who, realizing the danger tel and tho clerk w.,s
PROMINENT IN WAR
unable to say
r nni mej rial
r of Alaska,
w
here fihe had gone.
In delay in such a serious
when
lie
had burrowed his way that lies advised
It is understood that the sister will
Nelll to mount his
throiish the frozen north to the larg-e'-- matter,
go
lirst
to
horse,
ask that the boy's sentence bo
Williams und board the
AND POLITICS ALWAYS
Alaskan settlement lie found four train for Chlcairo.
niulei'kro
minuted to life Imprisonment and 1f SElfK A RELIABLE DENTIST
lo
treat
of the sixteen men there to be Irishment at the Pasteur Institution. Tholsho falls in that it is said, she will
men Thomas I'. Walsh, of Washing
sergeant quickly saddled their horsed ask that a respite be granted in orton. Is president of the Irrigation contogether they galloped Into town. der that the case may be carried to
gress.
J. Whelan, with his and
1'pon their arrival bote they called tho supreme rnuit. it Is understood Full Set of Teeth
Ab&ndant In List of Inventors. Not jail cigarGeorge
stores, is the largest retail upon
Dr. RounseviMe, who, after ex- that proceedings have already been Gold
tobacco dealer in the l'nited Slate's. amining
old Crowns
Unknown In Finance. Able
In the case
the wound and being Inform- begun fur u
Samuel G. Bayne has organized more ed of Nelll's
alnlcss Extracting
Intention to go to Chi- and for carrying it to the supremo
national banks than any one man In cago,
court.
Educators and Orators.
stated that it was the best
America, having spread his labors
IINlory of the ("rime.
to pursue, but gave him temover seven Mtates. Samuel Sloane, course
The killing took place about two ALL WORK AnsoiATELY GEAR
porary
relief by dressing the linger.
railroad president, and Richard C. Neill
years
ago ten miles out, of Lincoln on
ANTEED.
left for Chicago on ..o. 4, Mun- (Ily l riHlcrio .1. Ilaskin.)
Kerens. capitalist, are fellow-cnun- the road to Roswell. Kmllio was then
day.
It is mild that
of the trmen from the Kmerald Isle.
justentering
Sergeant
McKay,
manhood.
during an InterThe woman
.... I
...
entire Irish race are in the l'nited
't..
view with a representative
of the. he killed was his senior by a number
Stales; anl that there are more Irish
Pat-- j News,
The four Cudahy
years. It Is said they had been
brothers
of
of
several
stated
knew
he
that
in lioHton than In any other city In rick. John, Kdward and Michael ex eases
since the boy was about sixwhore parties had been bitten friends
the world South Carolina has the ercise a large control over the food by skunks
dogs, and that al- teen years old.
largest Irish population of any state supplies of the world, nnd their na- though they and
According
to reports the woman
thought nothing of It at
in the union. Nearly half of the con- tive cities Milwaukee, Chicago and tho time, even
refusing medical at- - left Lincoln Intent upon going to Ros
tinental troops under Washington Omaha owe an enormous commer- tentlon and simply
n. v. t'opp,
bandaging tho well. sue was riding upon a wagon
were of Irish descent, and many of cial debt to their unflagging enterROOM 1?, N. T. ARMIJO BLDQ.
with her brother when
on
Emllio
hydrophobia
developed
wound,
later
revothe most valiant officers of the
prise. George Russell, of Nevada,
overtook them. He spoke
lution wore small green flans on their and Timothy Kinney, of Wyoming, on and tho "w ise" victims died as a horseback
to the woman nnd she mounted the
coats to mark their double allegiance. are cattle barons. Thomas Mellon result of their negligence.
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK DOR
He also said that Pasteur's is nil horse with him.
Is dean
of the Pittsburg bankers. institution
Shooting Proiiably Followed Quarrel. MI TORY. Department of the Inter
cases,
of
for
the
treatment
The connection of the Irish with Three Irishmen James C. Wood, that show symptoms of hydrophobia;
The boy then rode down the road
William S. O'Brien, and James G. that their remarkable cures are ef- for some distance talking to the wo- ior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washing
America goes back to the earliest
tory of the country. Kirt there is Fair with their leader, John W. fected by hypodermic Injections of man. What passed between thein is ton, D. C Feb. 19, 1907.
Sealed
k
the legendary visit of St Hrendan, Mackay, took from the famous
known. It Is then lisscrlcil the tiro nitun a nlnlrt1, rtioflna a iu.
serum from the bodies of skunks, not
lode In Nevada $150,000,000 dogs
boy
devout missionary and daring navithe woman with a pistol, side of the sealed envelope, "Pro
and other anlmuls into the pa- first shot
gator, whose supposed visit to our worth of silver, thus reversing the
This Institution has never lost' throughthrough the head and then posals for Dormitory at Santa Fe
shores antedated the landing of Co- silver markets of the entire world, atients.
the
heart, killing her Instantcase, and has on Its record of cases ly.
lumbus by 1.000 years. There were it was John W. Mackay and James the names
The defense attempted to show-tha- t School, New Mexico," nnd addressed
some of tho most prom- of
who
financed
Bennett
Gordon
the
pilgrims
on the Mayflower, and
Irish
the woman took her own life fol- to the Commissioner of Indian Af
Kurope and Inent people In the world.
to connect
S00 or 600 members of this race scheme
lowing a quarrel with Kmllio.
fairs, Washington, D. C, will be re
came over Jn the stormy times of America with an Atlantic cable.
Another ground upon w hich lenienat the Indian Office until two
ceived
a.
Worked
Like
Charm.
cy will be asked Is the assertion
Cromwell. As early as 1716, BOO
o'clock p. m. of March 21, 1907. for
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that prior to the trial, a member of that
Irish families went to South CaroNot many people know that in ad- spicy
the
furnishing
and delivering the nejournal, the Enterprise, Louisa, jury expressed himself strongly In
lina. There were Irish Quakers In dition to establishing
the Catholic
materials and labor required
the settlement of William Penn, and church in the original thirteen colo- Va., says: "I ran a nail In my foot favor of the boy's conviction. This, cessary
at once applied Buck-len'- s it Is asserted, Is. proof that the trial to construct and complete a brick
before the revolution nearly half of nies, both the Presbyterian
and last week andSalve.
Arnica
'No Inflammation was not a fair and impartial one. It dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
the members of the Pennsylvania leg- Methodist denominations in America
followed;
simply healed the Is also said a change of venus should and electric lighting at the Santa
salve
the
islature were Irish.
Philip
were founded by Irishmen.
every
sore, burn and have been granted.
wound."
Heals
Embury founded the Methodist EpisFe school. New Mexico, m strict ac
skin, disease. Guaranteed
at all
Kmllio Is now in the Lincoln coun- cordance with plans, specifications
Nine of the signers of the declara- copal sect, and built the John Street dealers.
25c.
ty
awaiting
Jail
In
execution.
some
York,
For
New
church
cnled
the
Independence
tion of
were eltner Irish
and Instructions to bidders which
time he was itjirisouer in the
of American Methodism."
Or of direct IriRh descent John Har- "Oradte
may be examined at this office, the
ry was given the llrst captaincy in the Rev. Francis Makemre, an Irish Imnear
for safe
ofTlces of the "Improvement
BulleAmerican navy, and the naval hon- migrant, was the Ilrst regularly es-- 1
OF
tin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
or he won for the Kmerald Isle were tnblished Presbyterian minister
In
To Chicken Fecrters.
Contractor,' 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
continued by Stephen Decatur of di- New York, and was known us "the
rect Irish extraction.
Mausard's Mills are selling good Albuquerque, N. M.; "New Mexican,"
"Mad An- father of the Presbyterian church in
HOURS
OF
LABOR
thony" Wayne was Irish to his finger America." The first American car
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
Santa Fe, N. M.; "Evening Herald,"
tips, and was belligerently proud of dinal was John McClosky. Cardinal
Durango, Colo.; Builders' and TradIt Captain Daniel Patrick, the noted Gibbons is also Irish. Ireland has
ers' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., St.
Indian tighter of the Massachusetts given us twenty-fou- r
bishops and live
The Oregon law regulating the em- "A
Paul,
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.;
Bay Colony, was born In Ireland. archbishops, the latter being John ployment
of women in factories, etc..
Northwestern
Manufacturers'
Asso.,
This undaunted people were the first Ireland, John J. Keane, Patrick J. and prohibiting
for more than
I!
Ryan, John M. Farley, and John J. ten hours a day. work
to make their way across the
St.
Paul, Wis.; U. S. Indian Warewas before the court
under the leadership of their Ulennon,
houses,
at Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha
in State vs. Miller, 85 Pacific Reportcountrymen, Daniel limine and David
er, 855. The court concedes that the
and New York, and at the school.
Crockett
General
Sam Houston
The Irish have made a great rec right to contract is u constitutional
For further information apply to C.
never failed to remark on his Irish ord as inventors and builders The guaranty which cannot be arbitrarily
Frank Reamish, the unique com- - J. Crandall. Kupt.. Santa Fe, N. M.
blood, of which he was aggressively Morse system of telegraphing Is the Interfered with by
legislature,
the
to
but
comes
opera
edian,
who
Klks'
C. P. LARRABEE, Acting
the
proud. Both Miles Standish and John product of an Irishman's brain, and maintains that
the fourteenth amend house tonight under the personal di
Alden were Irish.
so was the steamship of Robert Ful ment to the federal
was
ion of that well known western
constitution
reel
ton Alexander
and William Orr, not intended to limit the police power manager. Harry H. Linton, will preThe popular conception that there father and uncle of the president of of the state, and that reasonable reg sent "A Stranger in Town." one of the EXPECT LAIU.E (J ATI :RI .
New
York Life Insurance com- ulations for the promotion of the wel- cleverest written musical farces of
AT 11KYAN CLl ll HANOI" ET.
are more Irishmen in politics than the
anywhere else is not far from the pany, were the first to invent ma fare, morals, und good order of t lie the year. Mr. Heamlsh and the pretChattanooga,
March 12.
uy
paper
chinery
printing
for
wall
people were not in conflict with this ty girls and talented company will, The members of Tenn..
truth. There is an old saying that
tho Bryan club are
and tho tirst to make print amendment. In sustaining
they have ruled every other country cylinders,
this enact no doubt, be greeted with a large and making strenuous exertions to gather
paper with wood fiber. William ment as a reasonable exercise,
In the world but their own. Seven ing
the fashionable audience.
Mr. Reamish a big lot of democrats for the anbuilt the first two brick houses police power, the court follows of
of the twenty-fiv- e
Is one of the best known comedians nual banquet to be held here on the
Mass
American presi- Kelly
Pittsburg,
in
"Pig
Kelly
and
Iron"
achusetts, Nebraska and Washington, in the country and as a star of inusl- - lMth. Hon. John Temple Craves, edidents have been of Irish descent, and
foundation
for mil disapproves of the contrary hold- - jcal
two presidential candidates, James G. laid the political
farce he has been received every- -' tor of the Atlantic News, has written
w here w ith unbounded
Blaine and Horace Greeley, were of Pittsburg's riches John Etl Mulhol- - lug in Illinois.
enthusiasm.
his acceptance to attend.
was the constructor of the Ilrst
that blood. John C. Calhoun, the land
successful pneumatic tube of large
master statesman and orator, was the diameter,
the kind that is now used
on of Patrick Calhoun,
born In
postal service.
Donegal county, Ireland. The first in the government
B.
McDonald built the New
mayor of New York after the revo- John
subway
York
and
the Baltimore Belt
lution was Joseph Duane, the son of line,
and David Lynch laid the AlasMassai county nalwny Irishman.
chusetts, New Hampshire, and Ver- - kan cable,
So-Call- ed
tnont were once governed by three j
newspapers of the country owe
brothers namea Sullivan. Oiie of the anThe
amazing debt to the Irish. The
most picturesque figures In the whole
history of American politics was Gen- New York Sun became great and
famous under the guidance of Chan.
eral James Shields, hero of the Mex- A.
of an injurious character, which indulge in extravagant ami unfounded jirctensiohs
Dana and William M. Laffan; the
ican and civil wars, governor of Oregon, chief Justice of Illinois, and the first dally paper In Boston, called the
to cute all manner of ills and the
only man who ever served three Polar Star and Dally Advertiser, was
terms in the l'nited States senate, founded by John Daly Burke; the
National Legislation Enacted to Restrict Their Sale
each time from a different Btate. He St. Louis Republic was founded by
was Ilrst sent from Illinois. then Robert Charles; the Chicago Tribune
have
more rlearly than could have been ac i oniilished in any other way
established
Medlll, and Collier's Weekfrom Minnesota, and finally from by Joseph
ly by p. F. Collier.
All of these
Missouri.
men, were of the talented Gaelic
The Value and Importance of Ethical Remedies.
Henry W. Grady, the former
The power of the Irish In New race.
Conwhich physicians sanction (or family use, as they act most beneficially and
of
Remedies
brilliant
editor
the
Atlantic
York politics is proverbial. The first
are gentle yet itoni't in etlect, an I called et! deal, because they are of
grand Kirlirm of Tammany was Will- - stitution, was also an Irishman.
lam Mooney, also the ilret to sign its
As educators the Irish have furconstitution,
"Honest John" Kelly
Known Excellence and Quality and o! Known Component Parts.
and Charles
'Connor were birth nished such men as William Rainey
Harper,
father of the I'nlversity of
leaders of Tammany who fought
of the world and the approva! of
To gain the full confidence of the
Alexander, the
Robert
against the Tweed
ring.
Richard Chicago;
the most eminent physicians, it
essential that the t ompoiu ut p.nts be known to and
Crocker and his lieutenant and suc- - founder of Washington and Lee unifor
censor, Charl s I". Mutphy, are both versities; William H. Maxwell,
approved by them, and. therefore, the California ldg S ru; Company has published for many
Irish. We :ii; o have many Irish re- einht e.irs the superintendent of New
years past in its advertisements and upon every package a lu'.l statement tlieicot.
he per
York public schools; Maurice Franformers, such us Patrick Moraii.
feet purity and uniformity of product which they demand m ;t axative. remedy of an ethical
lioston; Mayor Dun-i- . cis Kg in. professor of Kngllsh in the
trirt attorney
character are assured by the ( ulil'oi nia I'i' S t up Company'.:, oi i.'inal method of manufacture,
lie, of 'liicagi an. I Mujor Pagan, of Catholic university; Jeremiah Curtin.
City.
Jersey
Patrick J. lioyle lias one of the greatest living philologists
known to the Company only.
and Pugilists, and Archibald Deltow
Murphy, "the father of North CaroThere ate other ethical u medics approved bv pliv ciaii-- , but the product of
lina public schools," the Ilrst native
S i nj Company possesses the adv atita .'e ov r a'l other family laxatives
thf
California
historian of the state of North Caroon wl.ii a it acts, w about
that it cleanses, sweetens and relieves the internal
lina,
and the foremost geological
disturbing the natural font lions or any debilitating alter et! i :s and w ilhout ha ing to
worker in America.
DO YOU
increase the quantity from time to time.
John Mitchell, the labor leader,
This valuable remedy has been lon and favorably known under the name of
comes of the "fighting race." so docs
lines Whitcomb Riley, F. Marion
acceptance as the mi t excellent of
Syrup of ligs, and has attained to world-widor do you have that "don't i.1. raw
ford, and Cyrus Townsend Brafamily laxatives. ,unl as iis pure laxative principle-- , obtained from S enna, are well
care" sort of feeling which
dy the w
known writers. Among
of the world to be t!.e ieknown to plivsu ians and the
of natural
prominent living Irish playe;-are
always indicates some deAd i Rehun, John Drew, Marie
l.
laxatives, we have adopted the more elaboi.de name of Sv nip of I is and I.lixir of
rangement of the digestive
.lames O'Neill,
Andrew Mack,
emia, as more r.nlv tlescriplive ot the remedy, nut oonittiessiy it w ll always le
and Chauncey ol.ott. The present-da- y
organs.
railed for by the shorter name of Syrup of l i;,-- and to get its beneficial effects,
Irish boast of Victor Herbert,
the tuneful composer und brilliant
always note, when pun basing, the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
stomach to it normal
leader. The Corcoran Gallery of Art,
on simply tall for Svrup
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether
condition
taking a dose
In Washington, was founded by an
of l igs, or by the lull name, Syrup of Figs and Fhxir of Senna, as Syrup of Figs
Irishman. The work of no American
sculptor Is superior to that of Augusand Flixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy manufactmcd by the California Fig
tus St. Gaudens, and It was an IrishHOSTETTER'S
Syrup Company, and the same heretofore known by the name, Syrup of l igs, which
man, Thomas Crawford, who chiseled
has given satisfaction to millions.
The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists
the Goddess of Liberty which stands
on the capitol dome.
throughout the United States in original packages of one sie i nly, the regular price
STOMACH BITTERS
of which is fifty cents per bottle.
Saved Her Sou' Life.
before each meal and at bedThe happiest mother In the little
F'very bottle is sold under the general guarantee of lhe Company, filed with the
time. Your appetite will then
town of Ava, Mo., la Mrs. S. Ituppee.
return and you'll enjoy your
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, 1. C., lhe remedy is not adulterated or
year
She
ago
writes:
"One
my
meals thoroughly. Try it ami
ion
within the meaning of the Food and Irugs Act, June 30th, 1906.
was down with such serious luns
wo for yourself.
it cures
trouble
our
physician
e
that
was
Sour ItiMiugs, liiMoiuiiia.
to help him; vihen. by our
N hunch.
Liver Trouble,
druggist's advice I begun giving him
lleuilHclte.
nilcucn,
Dr. King's New Discov try, and I
liKhgcMloii'
Cold. .
oon noticed improvement.
I kept
San Francisco, Cal.
h
Ih.
or 1 enmlo Ills.
mis treatment up for a ew week
New York, N. Y.
Louisville, Ky.
U. S. A.
The genuine has Private Stamp
when he was perfectly well. He has
over neck of bottle and ue
worked steadily since at rarpente
Ixmdon, England.
guarantee It absolutely pure.
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
All druggists.
saved liii life." Guaranteed best
cough and cold cure by all dealers
1.0c and
1.00. Trial bottle free.
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rEHSOVAIi PHOPEHTY I.OAXS.
WANTED.
WANTED Messenger boys.
West
ern Union Telegraph office.
Wa.NTHU
Surjiei hand Indian rug
10x10 fee
furniture.
Pianos, Organs,
Apply at 314 South On
Horse, Wagons and other Chattelij
rourth
also on SALARIES AND W
WANTED -- At once, a girl who
E
RECEIPTS, aa low aa fit
derstands starching.
Imperial
ana as nign an 1200. Loans ar
Laundry Co.
private.
WANTED
Uentieman-- s
second' quickly made and strictly
hand clothing. No. 615 South First Time: One month to one year given.
sireei, south of viaduct. Send ad- Goods remain In your possession.
dress and will call. It. J. Sweeney, Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
proprietor.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAM CO.
MALE HELP WANTED.
Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED Good man in each couriy
parts of the world.
to represent nnd advertise
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Eldg.
hardware department, put out samples,
315 West Railroad Ave.
etc.
Salary, $21 weekly; expense
PRIVATE OFFICES.
money advanced.
Kept
The?
Open Evenings.
Columbia House. Chicago.
I OR RENT.
-Felt RK
Furnished rooms, with
Mrs. C. J. P. Rittner, 309 N.
street
FOR RENT A furnished house of
four rooms: bath and two screen
porches, r.os South Fourth street.
FOR HUNT For two months,
furnished home, close In; all nnd ue wild tlint snap to nnothcr
modem conveniences.
Inquire M party vtlio took time by tlio forelock.
mainioii or Scott Knight.
We have one or two more almost as
l'OK
RKNT
Five room
house SkhI though Come In end usu
,
about
part'., uy
light
electric
ami bath, low rent. 209 North Soc them.
oiol street. Apply to F. If. Strotur.
FOR Ri;.r .
cottai;
well furnished; also two nnd tlir.'
room flats. Apply 110 East C)al
n venue.
210 Most Cold Ave.
Ilia:;
South Fourth
"ll
sir--.icir shops, new brick,
larv.. rooms; closets, porches, city
,o.-iiow- rent. iaoy,i Jiunsaker,
0.) ,ol'l avenue.
y
rwii ufc.M A Hi x room
uricK house, corner
of Seventh
street and HJerns Rvenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West Tl
Ira M. Ilond.
jeras avenue.
ATTORNEY
AT LAW, 3 2 F.St.,
RENT Five-rooFor
house in N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
good repair, corner of Railroad land patents.
.
caveats,
nvenuo and Hilt street, Low rent letter patents, trade
marks claims.
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
. I. Jiryau.
K.
J. P. Euthy.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
1 vjv
iNiceiy iurn s neil rooms
i
N. M. Office.
First K.thn.i
i.uw per weelt nnd up; also nice
rooms for light housckeepins $1.00 Rank building.
per ween and up, furnished with
'
E. W. Dobson.
stove und cooking utensils
ATTORNEY AT t.AC
and
dishes. Tho
Minneapolis House, Cromwell block, Alhunuerouo.
N. m.'
624 South Second street, Albuquer
que, M. ill.
DENTISTsT"
FOR SALE,.
IH. J. E. KUAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
SALE- - A
FOR
trap:
Rooms 2 and S. Harnett hniMir,.
chenp. 3f Rnea avenue.
over O'Rlellv's dm
m,...
'UK SALE A good big cow, will be JNo. i 44. Appointments in
mnrt i,
fresh soon. See George K. Keher.
Edmund J. Alger, D. V. sT
j'remier. troml as
No.
Railroad nvnn
new; cheap.
Address Mlchrome hours, 306
9 a. m., to 12:30 p.
m.; i:so
Ribbon. Citizen office.
in. 10 0 p. m. Both phones, Ap- rote ALh 1 wo horses, survev and polntments
by
made
harness. Cheap. See them at 415
mall.
in on 11 .second street.
M. SIIEUIDA.V, M.
'
von Homeopathic riijslclan
sjijrj ai ine 'Varietv
and Surgeon.
in nun one nome
bread, be
Occidental Life Building. Telea loaf; doughnuts, made
plea
buked phone 888. Albunueroue.
NT
xr
beans, soup and other good things
"
strictly home made. Phone 710.
Ij. IIUST."
1H.
II.
airs. Downs. fi() .South Arno St.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bide.
Tuberculosis treated with ui.i.
Foil SALE The Clauae Uimr.l
property on Mountain road, first Frequency Electrical
house west of acequla, near Six- Germicide. Treatments given each
teenth street. Inquire on premises day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
or at 300 North Proadway.
nurse In attendance, twi. i
I'uuiiea,
U"DEHTAKER.
F0U..D.
FOUND A pocketbook with small Auto, phone 316.
Colo
" tcV14 A
sum of money on North Fourth
A. IionnRns
street extensUm.
Owner may re- Commercial Club buildine.
nt.ow
cover same by proving property
or White hearse. 15.
and paying for this notice. Thos.
Harwood.
AKCIllTEcfs"
F. W. Spencer. Rooms 4 4 7 Bur
Yc Ijlitor Philosophizes.
The people of this section have nett building. Alhu
lived without a railroad nnd cannot Both phones.
it present, hardly believe that we are
so fortunate to have a road In here
CIVIL ENGINEER
so soon.
The enternrise Is talked
ibout by all classes of people. Some
J. 11. Earuell.
think It Is mere country cossin or a
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
iream and can not realize the real
ity of the undertaking while others
NOTARY ri'HLIC.
believe that it Is too big an underTIios. K. 1. Maddlson.
taking and can not be done and the
Office with W. B. Chllders
more enlightened are hopeful of it
coming and are doing everything in West Gold avenue.
their power to further It along. The
aried different opinions of the peo
J. S. 11AGLEY
ple, and taking their own judgment
is authority, and thinking the
Accountant.
of people to do things. has
Hooks checked up. small sets of
aused communities to sutler tinan-lall- y
books
up;
kept
grocers', butchers'.
and lias prolonged and clieek- I development
In a great manv In
and physicians' books looked after
stances. Hyden
(Ky. I
Thousand- - and collections made. Able corps of
sticks.
assistants. Rooms 44. Barnett block.
The Weather Pronhcl.
HAIR DRESSER ATD CIIIROPO- I ain't no reg'lar
nronhel wilh :i li
DIST.
cense to foretell.
Rut when 1 starts nredh tin' I kin do
It purty well.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
I doesn't stop to hnther 'bout tomor
209 West Railroad avenue. Is pre
day.
row or nex'
pared to
scalp treatRut I looks away off yonder les' a- - ment, do give thorough
hair dressing, treat corns.
past de month of Mav.
bunions
Ingrowing
and
nails. SheI's got it safe an" certain, an' It oucht gives
massage treatment and manito make a bit.
De way 1 maps de weather out dat curing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
git.
we's
It's fair an' warm an' sunshine, an' it the skjn and Improves the complex-Ion- ,,
noun's jes' like a tune.
and is guaranteed not to be InDat bulletin dat i s
out about jurious. She also prepares a hair
nex' June.
tonic that cures and prevents danand hair falling out; restore!
I s
made my calculations
ear by druff
life to dead hair; remove, moles,
year.
s got em sure.
Dey'H all right, honey, even if I is an warts and superfluous hair.
Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pima machoor
De blizzard an de suow-dri- f
dev is ple cure and pile cure. Ail of theso
gwinder fade nwav.
preparations
are purely vegetable
o"
Dar ain't no use
si. 11, 1, in' to
diet compounds. Have Just added a viem day by dav
brator machine for treatment of
s u iim
le scalp, face and cure of
ooul He ii ue skies
wrinkles. It
murmur of de bets
pains
An de honeysuckles sendin' Perfumed is also used for rheumatiem,
and massage.
kisses to ile trees,
don't you lose oh patience, 'cause
de climate purtv soon
will act Jes' like I tells viiu. 1 is pro- phesyiii" June.
Philander
Johnson. Washington
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EDDY TAKES A DECIDING

MRS

PART
"I

EVENING CITIZEN.

3LII3TJQUERQUE

lt7.

TFESDAV, MAHCII H,

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE I

THE LEGAL CONFERENCE

IN

40W 'I HRKR

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

WILL SAY THAT I AM NOT A CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST," 1E-CI.tiEN. FRANK H. STKKETER. "HIT Mils. E1TY IS NOW
HAH
JFST
AFFAIRS"
1IEH OWN IIUSINKSS
KMU'CT1N
It MEN IN (XMT,nESCK WITH HER.

'ii. Frank S. KmnM-e- r.
follow Ins Mntcnionl hns Jutt been made ly
Miiinxrl for Mrs. Mary linker Eddy, lieiul of the Christian
Se.irnc- - cliurcli, to the Muff xrreyMndoiit or Tlio Evening CIUm-i- i nt Conwith Mr,
from n nnrrtvn-cord, N. II. Uon. SlrecUr liml Just
Eddy nt ln r homo nt Plcnsnnt View.
I
will lint now accept service tn
(It? tic it. Frank S. Strcctor.)

The Name

'11m- -

in

this suit, w hich Is ostensibly brought
- tiy !eorge W. Clover, nor will I do
.
i anything for Mrs. Kddy looking to;
j
an accounting of her property.
IThls Is taken ns the real nttl- tude of Mrs. Kddy In the suit,
coming from General Streeter, as
t
It
does following a conference
with hcr.l
I will say that Mrs. Kddy took a
very active part In the conference at
which this matter was discussed.
That Is all I can say.
There Is nothing for Mrs. Kddy to
do.
She Is not obliged to act. I
cannot say how deeply she Is con- ccrned over this suit. So many
stories of the grief It has caused her
have been printed 1 could not attempt to affirm or deny them nil.
I will repeat, as the limit ito which
can go, that Mrs. Kddy Is taking
a deciding part in our conferences
(.1 MRU, FRANK S. STRF.KTF.R. FROM
and that she Is fully able to do so.
Anything else Is not true.
I.SPEt IA1.I,Y FOR TI1K EVEMMi CITIZEN,
FRANK S. KTREETER.
(X('()IU, X. II.

Io not think for a moment that
Mrs. Eddy la not capable of trans-aotin- it
nfter her
bUKlnes or look-Inof the
personal affairs, or those
t'hrl.stlnn Science church so far us
I know them.
I will fay that I am not a Christian
Scientist ond have no Intention, at
the present time, of becoming one.
Whatever I say Is said us counsel
for Mis. Kddy as a citizen and client.
I am dealing entirely with the legal
phases of the present situation.
Mrs. Kddy Is now conducting her
own business affairs and so far as I
know will continue to do so.
in equity that
The proceedings
have been started with Mrs. Kddy ns
a nominal petitioner but nn actual
defendant, will take the usual legal
course so far ns we are concerned.
I will make this statement without any resrvatlon, and It will hold
true at any stage of the

I'

COL

for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

J""
4lr

alex brqdie is

All Other Shoes

iflie boost

"

Not In Carnegie's Speller.
lva and Kita Mae Trussell
entertained, most delightfully, a large
number of their friends last week.
Miss Lucye Joiner's school ha reopened with a full attendance. Hut-l(Ha.) Herald.
Miss
Katye Calhoun entertained
several of her friends last Saturday
nignt. Columbia (Ky.) News.
Miss
Katheryn
Mulcrone spent
Sunday
in
Cleveland. Painpsville
l '. ) Telegraph.
Miss Mayme Anderson charmingly
entertained a numbrr of her friends
last njght at a masquerade party.
tiopKinsviiie tKy.i New Kra.
Miss Marjorie Davy,
of Toledo,
y
was the
guest of Miss
Hess Van Ilellen. Perrysburg, Ohio,
Journal.
Miss Maude Vorls left Monday for
a lew aaysr stay with Mr. J. C. King
and family of Louisville. Rurgln
tiy. Triuunc.
Miss Pearle Withers Is visiting her
sister, Mra I. O. Dawson. In West
Point. Rradenburg (Ky.) Messenger.
Miss Louella Woods, of Malvern.
has been a guest of Miss Jetta .,nmp- ieii tne past week. Carrolton (O.)
Free Press.
Misses Lou In. and Comic Hrooks
were welcome gu.-stof Leon Orrick
Wednesday
evening.
Snee.dville
(Tenn.) Times.
Most disfiguring
skin eruptions
scroruia, pimple, rashes, etc.. nre
due to Impure blond. Rurdock Rlood
Hitters is a cleansing blood tonic,
Makes you elear-i-ye-

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Win, CHAPLIN

This Miupshnt was taken on Main
(Vincord,
and shows Mrs.
conveyance on the dally drive.
The carriage box has lcen mounted on
runners Ikhsiiiso sleighing Is good all
winter In Concord.
On tho box nro tho driver and the
celebrated Calvin l'ryo. Fryo is probably tho most generally known of tho
many persons who arc constantly
ubout Mrs. Kddy.. Several years n?o

street in

path to the gate. Out into the street
the pace is Blow, then quickens and
linally until street car tracks are
crossed, lit is a brisk trot. Hut those
tracks
Here is the only mystery. Whenever the driver sees a track ahead
he seems to become nervous, but it
is not because of an aproaching car.
In Concord you can hear the cars a
long way off. It is the tracks, and
evidently he has orders to cross them
very slowly. He certainly does, lie
almost stops, once over the tracks
the pace is again increased.
The itinerary includes
Warren
street, a turn to the left passed the
Christian Science church, down Main
street, in front of the capltol and
home along Warren street to I'leas-Hi- it

rs

View.

there were stories afloat that she had
secretly married Frye. These were
denied, oven when made by her son,
tieorgo tJloviT, who is bringing tho
present suit for an accounting of his
Frye Is general
mother's estate.
agent, general factotum, and wears a
livery. He Is sometimes referred to
ns "secretary," sometimes as agent,
and in some matters declares lie lias
Mrs. Kddy's itower of attorney to act

STAR AT

for her.

"Preventlcs" will promptly check a
cold or the grippe when taken early
or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
mail you samples and a book on colds
free, if you will write him. The samples prove their merit. Check early
colds with Preventlcs and stop pneumonia. Sold in 5c and 25c boxes by
all druggists.
K. II. Harrlinan says he does not
fear the law if It Is properly enforced.
As Josh Wise once remarked.
"Th" trusts don't care who makes th'
laws so long uz their friends enforce
'em."

CRUCES

Tetter, Salt Rheum and Kczema.
These are diseases for which
Chamberlain's
Salve is especially
valuable. It quickly allays the Itch"The state separately cannot end
ing and smarting and soon effects a the piracy of capital." says Senator
cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by lieverldge.
Pretly
near time for
all druggists.
some big corporation to employ him.

Wednesday evening the local
the Kastern Star completed
their organization and Miss Minnie II.
Miller of Albuquerque Installed the
ofllcera at the Masonic hall,, says the
Rio tirande Republican.
The organization is one of the
WlveS. WidOWH.
mntllira siatara n A
dnughters of Masons, and is one of
ithe linest in America for women. The
new lodge is both young and small
las yet, but they are sure to claim
some of the best people of Cruces for
their members and will undoubtedly
be one of the best organizations in
the town.

d.

st

lodge of

EDDY
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ORGANIZED

OF MILLIONS UNITED
FOR PEACE OF THE WORLD
i

-

f

Carnegie and Andrew D. White Honorary Presidents of New Association
For International Conciliation.
MYSTERY
Scope of Society's Work.
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linws I lie main enlraiKv to Pleasant Yiew, tho
Tliis pliotorapli
home nc r Concord of lrs. Mar) . Raker l Uldy, foimili r of ( liriMian
I he
lew, iMM'iiples approximately II
lioine of Mi. lUldy, Pleasant
U
acre, situated on Warren unit, u licit-- Hint thiniii;hfiire
country road, and about a mile from tlu
the niu't of u
to wliiiii
Iiiisiiichs cenier of Concord, 'llio "lioine place" has Icn
lam bcn mldiil tho Tulllo pniM'rty of ubout four acros adjoining.
Tlio
l
fts-forty
buck from tlw strts't, and lo the rear of Hie
lionet is ubout
built iugs ilic grouiul sloies gmduaily down into a picturcMpie valiwy.
s

a-

tails will begin at once, probably the
lirst strung impetus for the association will be the n.eeting of tho international arbitration and peace congress, to be he! in Carnegie hall
from April 14 to 17.
Andrew Carnegie will preside and the vice presidents are liovcr or Hughes, Justice
Rruwcr, of the raited States supreme
court; Andrew i White, who was a
member of the lirst Hague conference; Represent., live liartholdt, of
Missouri; Seth i.o,; Albert K. Smiley, founder of the Muhonk arbitration conference; Samuel (Jumpers,
president of the American Federation
of Labor; Mont- - K. Jessup, president of the New York chamber of
commerce; John Mitchell, president
of the L'nited S ates circuit court.
From Kurope will come Karon
Kstournelles de Constant, Karon
of The ll.i,'Ue court, who was
a member of tie; tlrst Hague conference; M. Dumay, formerly first vice
president of the French chamber of
deputies; Mobeiiy liell, manager of
the London Tiun-s- ; an ollicer of the
(Jerinan army,
ho will act as the
direct represent itile of Kaiser
prof,
und
sois from ttie universities of Ox: rd und Cambridge.
Secretary Root. Secretary Straus an 1
ottur members f the cabinet will
attend and there a III be a largo delegation from both houses of congress.
William J. Kryaa probably will make
an address.
Imitations have been
sent to the editors of every prumincht
newspaper In ih country, and a press
committee lias been appointed, including Die editors of all the daily,
weekly and monthly periojh-alpublished in .New York.
Wil-hel-

s

EASY TO URACIL

IlELEIVES TAIN.
HOLDS VP TIIE
CIKES

SYSTEM.

IUIEI-MATIS-

And a Good Sum Is Pledged

CTUES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CLUES DIABETES.
CTUES INDIGESTION.

Springs

For the Pastor's

Salary.

Cl'ltES DROPSY.
At Magdalciut and Kelly on
last
Sunday Uev. John it. Class, I). I).,

synodcal missionary of the Presby
terian church for Sew Mexico and
Arizona, held services morning und
evening, says the Socorro Chieftain.
On Monday Dr. (lass was Joined by
Icevs. Jno. Mordy of Albuquerque,
ana ji. ai. i'erKins or Socorro, ana a
service was held that evening'. After
a helpful and appreciated sermon by
Kev. 1'erkins, tho 1'resbyterlan church
uf
Magdalena was organized with
nineteen members from the best and
most substantial citizens of Magda- lena, Kelly and surrounding
com
munity. Messrs. Crabb and I'ender
were elected ruling elders, and will
be ordained and installed its such in
the near future. Messrs. Mactavlsh,
Kedemen, Tot man, Gregg and Foss
were elected trustees, and at once
organized by tho election of Mr. J.
S. Mactavlsh as president and
Mr.
Koss as secretary and treasurer. Seven
salary
hundred dollars on pastor's
was readily subscribed and agreement
made to supply a house free of rent
for the pastor's residence. Petition
to the board of home missions for an
additional two hundred dollars on
salary was made. So doubt this will
be grunted, which will enable the
church to have a pastor for all of his
time at these two places. Request has
been made to lilo Crande Presbytery
to this effect and it is thought an ef
ficient pastor will be secured at an
early date. The people are greatly en- inused ni tne success or the worn so
far, and the prospects of greater
Already there
thiiiKs In the future.
is talk of beginning the erection of a
nice house of worship,
possibly of
brick, in t tie near future.

ARE ALWAYS IN THE BACK
Take care of backache.
A great
many cases of kidney complaint
are reported about here, also bladder
trouble and rheumatism.
An authority once stated that pain
in the back, loins or region of the kidneys is the danger signal nature
hangs out to notify tho sufferer that
there is something wrong with the
kidneys, which should receive immediate attention. Only vegetable treatment should be administered and absolutely no strongly alcoholic patent
medicines, which are harmful to the
kidneys and blauder.
The following piest rlption, while
simple, harmless und inexpensive, is
known and recognized as a sovereign
remedy for kidney complaint. The in
gredients can be obtained at any good
piesi i ipuon pharmacy and anyone can
mix them: Compound Kargon, one
ounce; Huld Kxtract Dandelion, one- half ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsa-parillthree ounces.
Shake well
in a bottle and take In teaspoonful
dos.-after euch meal and at bedtime.
This preparation is said to restore
the natural function of the kidneys.
so they will slfi and strain the poisonous uaste matter, uric acid, etc., from
the blood, purifying it and relieving
rheumatism. l;aikahe will be relieved, the urine will be neutralized
and cleared and no longer a cause of
irritation, thereby overcoming sui h
symptoms UH weak bladder, painful,
frequent und other urinary
a,

s

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

Soo Santa I

trip rates

New Mexico
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FIRST

Asent for round
for thirty days.
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Write os For Catalogue of

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

3

J. KORBER &

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

CO., WHOLESALE
212

0C000CCOtK00C00C0
Albuquerque

FIRST SIGNS

I

Dcs-camp- s,

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

THE VERY
March 12. With the
purpose of making as aggressive a
campaign In lehalf of the world-- ide
peace as unlimited
lnlluence and
money will afford, and under the direct control of some of the wealthiest
and most prominent men In the United States, the Association for International Conciliation, as it is called,
has been formed In this city, and will
open olllces at No. 21 West Forty-fourtstreet.
Andrew Carnegie ami Andrew D.
White are the honorary presidents,
and the active ollicers are Nicholas
Murray Rutler, president of Colum- bia university, president; Ri presenta- live Richard liartholdt, vice pre si
dent; Hayne Davis, secretury, and
Robert A. Franks, secretary, whiljl
there Is an executive committee com-- I
prised. In addition to the.se ottii ers, 'if
Dr. Lyman Abbott, James
Spcyer,
KU hard
Watson Milder,
Stephen
Henry Olin and Seth Low.
Primarily the object of the organ!- zation will bo to
on thj
most extensive scale yet projected
with a parent body of the same kind
now Nourishing in Europe.
perhaps
the most important feature of the
new organization will be its exten-- j
ion of what Is known abroad as th 3 '
interparliamentary union, composed
cx.iu-ivel- y
of members of national
parliaments, all enlisted Jn the cause1
of peace and pledged to use their
lnlluence for that cause In those legTwenty-thre- e
islative bodies.
of a
total of forty parliaments are already
represented, making a inembemhiii
of more than 2. out).
Although active work in the formation of committees und other de
New

Faywood
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over-Sunda-

clear-skinne-
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121 RAILROAD AVE.
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TO THE HOUSE
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SHOE STORE

Miss

snow-cover-
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at 10

Per Cent Discount

For catarrh, let me send you free,
Just to prove merit, a trial sire box
of rr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It la
a snow white, creamy, healing antiseptic balm that gives Instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat,
Mako the free test and see. Address
Pr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Large Jars
DO cents.
Sold by all druggists.

It
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I'HOTOtiR ll !()SFI
HIS OPPK'K XT

IN

I'resident Roosevelt has again promoted bis friend Alexander o. Rrodte,
former governor of Arizona. This time
Hrodle is promoted from paymaster
land, major, the position given him
when he resigned as governor of Ari
zona, to lieutenant colonel and assistant adjutant general. Col. lirodie was
lirst major and then lieutenant colonel of Mr. Roosevelt's Hough Riders
and was the real military man of the
rerjlment. having leen a graduate
of West Point.

3
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FOR HER DAILY DRIVE

INSTITUTION
TIIK FAITHFUL

(Ry W. II. IlrlBgs.)
Special Correspondence.
iVmcord. N. II., March' 12. -- The
bureaucracy
Mrs.
that surrounds
Kddy and succeeds in keeping her
from any touch of the outside world,
continues to maintain the daily drive
as an institution.
And it is an Institution in Concord. The people have come to expect it and even the boys in the street
can give you all the details as to
time, route, etc.
However, the regular order has
been changed somewhat since the
court proceedings were begun. The
campaign was put on a war instead
of a peace footing, that Is all. The
claim is still truthful that Mrs. Kddy
drives every day. The variations are
for the purpose of avoiding the host
of reporters and photographers now
in Concord.
Usually the daily drive begins
about 1 o'clock. The few persons
who chance to be along the
country road see the double
doors of the stable open and a team
of coal black horses comes slowly
out and makes its way to the front
of the house, stopping before the
front door under the portecochere.
Kverythlng is very still, and almost
before the spectator is aware of It
two or three men appear on
the
scene in various parts of the grounds.
They are apparently shoveling snow
or puttering about the place. ISut
one is near each gate, and the others
'are placed so as to prevent the possible entrance of anyone to the
grounds. The team stands a moment
or two possibly five and there is
the atmosphere of mystery as faces
are seen to come and go behind me
highly polished glass of the front
door. l'resently it opens but not
for Mrs. Kddy.
It is 1. C. Strange, her assistant
secretary.
He opens the coach door
and takes a look about, apparently
pats the cushions and
the
house. Then if you are observant
you will notice that some sort of a
signal seems to have been given, for
one of the men who has been listlessly shoveling snow moves quickly
to the heads of the horses.
Almost before your eyes can travel
from him to the door of the house
it opens.
It opens for Mrs. Kddy.
She
steps out, unassisted, and
quickly crosses to the coach door.
She did not even take the arm of
the faithful Frye, who walked Immediately behind her.
This brief glimpse of Mrs. Eddy
convinces one that she is in no way
III or feeble.
In these half dozen
steps there was not a hitch or a
halt. In fact ihey were taken briskly, so much so that the big white
Plume that surmounted her black hat
nodded in time with her steps.
Mr. Strange then pulls down the
curtains on both sides of the coach,
the faithful Frye goes around the
rear ami mounts the box with the
driver. Strange closes the door and
the horses slowly move down the

L--i

CHAPLI

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

1

"SECRETARY" FRYE SITS ON
TIIK UOX TAKI'-- S RIIK WITH
l IM'AINS DRAWN.

ARCHWAY
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TO HER SLEIGH
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MRS. EDDY WALKS BRISKLY, UNAIDED,

TIIK imiVIC IS

1

Foundry and

NORTH SECOND ST.

Machine

Works

R. 0. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory m mpoolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

203

At Consistent

l. trimble

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

Prices

w.

B. RUPPE
10

BANK

AVE-KU- E

GF

COMMERCE.

&

co.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STAULE.S.
Horses and Mules Bought ari l

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY I'AINT
One Gallon Cotrrs (100 Square, Feel.
PALMETTO ROOF FAINT
Slops l'aks, Iji-i- s live Year.
JAP-A-LA-

408 Wist Railroad Avtnut
ITT
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

('olio. Cholera mot
Diarrhoea Itemed).
ThU remedy haa been in use fir
over thirty year and ha proved lt
to be tho most successful rem
xelf
TILES ClItED IN 0 TO II II YS.
eily y,t discovered for bowel
s.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed
It never faiN.
Sold by all
to cure any case of Itching, Blind, druggists.
Bleeding or I'roludlng Files In
to
14 days or money refunded.
60c.
Subscribe for Tlia Evening Citizen.
t'liunilH-rlaln'- s

com-llalnt-

evening ' omzm

ALBiTQtmiibtJE

paor focp

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

Puhlltthed Dally and Weekl.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. 8. STHlCKIifcll,

resident

Buftlneiui Manager.

TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT

In Chihuahua and Sonora, n well as In Arizona
and Nw Mexico, capital In Increasing amounts Is pour
ing In, ami some Important properties are passing out
of the primary development stngo Into the producing
tage, nays the El I'aso Herald. Some big people, ars
Kettlng Into New Mexico. Among the work that Is be
Ing quietly done In a big way by big men in New Mex
ico la the development work going on around Silver
OUy by Cole A Hyan, the copper people of DuluLh, His

bee and Cananea. Some promising properties are being
Prospecopened up In the Hurros and the Mogollons.
tors are rather more active In all that region as capital
shows a disposition to get In there.
The same paper says that the prospects of having
large Italian colony In the III. Orantle valley are
pleasing to El Tasoans. The Italian grape and frui.
growers are among the highest class of Immigrants, and
the Italian colonies in California, Louisiana and Florida
are prosperous, progressive, law Hbldlng and wealth
producing.
When the HI tiramle valley Is ready for thorough
development. It will pay the people who own large
tracts to undertake a systematic immigration bureau,
with a view to Inducing the immlgi atlon of experienced
Men with some knowledge
farmers of the best classes.
country are
of irrigation and experience In the semi-ari- d
of course to be preferred, other things being equal. If
any misapprehension exists as to the character of the
Italian Immigrants of the better clnss, It would quickly
be dispelled ly seeing the results of their work

DECIDEDLY AN ADVANCE

At last a coroner's jury has been found with the
courage to place the responsibility for a great disaster
mhere it belongs. The jury has placed the blame toe
the wreck on the New York Central electric line upon
the departments of construction and operation, In
charge of Vice President Wllgus and Vice President A.
II. Smith, and the board of directors.
As a result, Wllllaaj K. and Frederick W. Vander-Ml- t,
J. Plerpont Morgan, William Rockefeller, Chauncey
M. Depew, Darius O. Mills, James Stlllman, George F.
Baker, .Samuel F. Herger, W. II. Newman, Charles C.
Clarke, George 8. Howdoln and Hamilton McK. Twom-bl- y
have been held to answer to the grand jury, and so
are added to the long list of
who the
past year have enjoyed the sensation of being the object of a criminal process.
The accident for which they are held answerable
persons. The verdict
caused the death of twenty-thre- e
finds that It was causd by faulty construction at a curve
in the road, In that the superelevation of the outer rail
was not great enough and the rail was not properly reinforced by spikes and braces. Also that there was no
regulation as to speed and no speed record.
Inferentlally, says the Duluth
the
jury would seem to have held that In default of orders
an engineer has the right to presume that the roadbed
construction is such as will warrant his getting out of
his locomotive all the speed there Is in It when necessary to make time, and that he Is not responsible for the
negligence of his superiors.
News-Tribun-

e,

city Is unusually large for the time of year. Ordinarily
when spring arrives, some of Albuquerque's transient
population, who have srpent the winter with us because
of our unsurpassed climate, begin to return whence they
came, leaving empty houses and diminished population
till the fall days set in, when the Immigrants once more
return.
This spring the outflow Is not equaling the

organ of this city calls the reThe
publican organisation of the territory and of the legislature "the" machine. The use of the article Is quite
correct. There Is "a" machine In Santa Fe, of which
the paper referred to Is the subsidized organ, but "tho"
machine the only one In which the people of the territory are interested, because It Is the only one working for their interests-- is the legislative majority of true
and faithful republicans.
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6 BEET SUGAR NEWS IN OUR

NEIGHBOR STATE OF KANSAS
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Manager Every, of the land department of the
United States Sugar & Liund company, and J. J. Turner,
field superintendent,
left Wednesday for Lincoln and
Hastings, Neb., to arrange for the workers In the beet
fields for the coming year. This year, a largo number
of the farmers have contracted for nil the Held work
to be done and this will require a large number of
laborers.
Mr. Turner said today that the company had about
2,000 acres for which to provide laborers. Besides those
who will work this land, a number are coming who
will work under private contracts.
In all, Mr. Turner
thinks there will be enough come to weed and thin 6,000
acres.
The company counts that one man can weed about
seven acres so that there will probably be about 750
workers come in this spring. The me.n who are coming
are for the most part Russians and Germans.
They
live In Topeka, Hastings and Lincoln, Neb.
First Shipment Made.
One of the first shipments of sugar from the local
factory to a Kansas point was sent out this week and
the destination of the shipment was Topeka. The sugar
was placed in
sacks, and one was sent to
each of the state officials and one to each of the senators
it) the Kansas legislature.
and representatives
The
sacks were of the regulation material and they resembled the one hundred pound sacks sold by the com
pany Each one bore a cord with the address of the
person to whom it was sent ajid stating that it had
been sent from the sugar factory at Garden City.
The Idea of sending sacks of sugar to the legisla
ture was suggested to Manager Gillespie a few weeks
ago when he waa in Topeka by Representative Kinnl-sowho said that he had received a great many inquiries about the plant and the kind of sugar that
was made. The members of the legislature are in
terested In the sugar factory and the sample of sugar
will show them that the finest grades of sugar can be
made here.
Sugar In Pumpkins.
If the Information In the following article from
the National Farmer Is correct, it may open up a new
source of revenue for the farmers of tills section:
Sugar from pumpkins will be the next source of
wealth which will be developed in Iowa, for the authorities at the agricultural college declare high grade
sugar will be made from them by a process even more
simple than that required to make it from beets. Experiments have resulted in the production of a species
of pumpkin which contains four per cent of sugar, and
It is the prediction that in three yeurs the sugar element will be Increased to twelve per cent. Itecause
pumpkins are easily raised and a tonnage may be produced to the ncre which will exceed that of sugar beets,
the new sugar pumpkin will open up a valuable field
for the Iowa farmers. The pumpkins may be planted
In the corn fields, and the same soil which will produce corn may be made to produce a crop of pumpkins
at the same time that In if it verities the foregoing
prediction. Hut it is best to tarry awhile ere we pro
nounce ithe final verdict.
They must have sweeter
pumpkins in Iowa than in Michigan.
fitv Im
print.
five-pou-

n,

FOR GENERAL GOOD
The capital of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, has about
SO. 000 population, yet It has bonded Itself for $1,000,-00- 0
to begin work on a plan of civic beautifying.
Kansas City has recently spent $6,500,000 on boulevards and parkways to make It a city beautiful. Philadelphia Is spending an equal amount for a boulevard
extending from the city hall to Fairmont park. Cleveland Is eclipsing both in similar expenditures. A dozen
other cities are engaged in the same work at enormous
expenditures, and they all consider it a good investment
or they would not undertake it.
In each instance it Is found that the increased value
of the property neighboring the Improvements will result In added tax values that before the bonds mature
will iay both Interest and principal, or the much larger
proportion of both, by the increased annual tax revenues of the city.
Thus It would appear that there U something in
life, for both the indlvlduul and the community, other
than the effort to see how little either can get along
with spending. A new city hall Is much needed by Albuquerque. In view of the federal building the Duke
City is soon to have, a handsome city hall becomes a
necessity.
These things should be borne in mind when
the election Is held for the issue of city hall bonds.

BOOK WORTH READING
Most of the books printed nowadays are not worth
the paper they are printed on.
Once In a while there
Is a good one. Of this latter class Is "The New Internationalism," by Horace Dolce, who writes some things
that are worth while, liolee makes people think a
art. He has traveled with wide open eyes, ha
studteS Jlen and things and knows how to tell what he
Hut yon
Yt4 may not agree with him.
has learned.
will agree that he say something.
For Instance, here Is the kernel of a truth: "What
our statesmen In general have not learned is that an
economic truth today may be a fallacy tomorrow." M'-- .
liolce .shows how the Medes and the Persians were th?
original standpatters.
"To stand put Is to stand still."
"The tariff of a nation Is not the only thing that has
been the object of fanatical worship. Once men canonized the uss an 1 litanies were chanted in his honor!"
Mr. liulce's great thought throughout his book Is that
Mammon is doing the work of peace. "James J. Hill,"
he says, "conquered more territory than Cuesar did with
a sword.
The Important thing Is that the new
commerce Is u pledge of peace and to the promotion of
the Belling and purchasing of the world."
And this:
"The new intern jtlonali-ii- i
paved lhe way to the peat e

.are'

at Portsmouth."

The thoughtful author ,ys, "It is not strange tha.
our statesmen hu; been flower than our financiers to
see that the whole world Is sitting at the same feast."
orkl-lio- i
Of course, this
izotied writer favors reciprocity. He clearly
how the concern of one nation
Is the concern of ull. "The new internationalism make;
every nation its brother's iv,
;,M,i the hook,
l!
will make you think. There are h.i.
phi.is.-that
will stick In your memory. After
it you will
thank in for calling It to your nttcitioo.
m-c-

:

THE LUMBER TRUST
The fearful ami disastrous rise In the pri.-- of
is hardly realized even by the people who are thi
victims of it. As an exchange wtdl puts it, the forests
of this country are more completely in the grasp of on
man than the iron mines are in the control of one col
poratlon.
In the pa-i- t ten years the prices of lumber haw
steadily gone up. They have doubled and trebled unj
quadrupled, until a man can now carry on tils bat k th'
value that ten years ago would have been a fair load
for a horse.
The fanner and the workingman can no longer afford to build with Wood. In great construction it is
used as little as possible. In tho treeless sections brick,
cement, adobe and every possible substitute is coming
When no substitute can
into Increased general use.
be found there Is a cessation of building. Yet the men
who own the forests bought them, just as did the men
who own ihe mines, at the lime of very low prices.

ooococoxx
HOW PANAMA CANAL CAN

?

EVENTUALLY BE BUILT 8
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engineer

Another chief
has given up his work .1'
Panama. Wallace was in and out, Mionls was in am!
out, and now Stevens has been In and out. We have
had u succession of men putting their hands to the
plow and then looking back. In every case the try-ohas proved that the man was the wrong man. In ad
dition ever since the project was Hist considered by the
government there has been a continuous undercurrent
of strong opposition with story after story or Incompetence, mismanagement and prospective graft.- - The
very mention of the Isthmus arouses recollections of
charges und counter-charge- s
from the days of tie I.om- seps up to the recent bitter protestations of would-!).- .'
Contractor Oliver. Our humorists regard the canal us a
legitimate target. Should a Daniel arise tomorrow an
find three times us much fault as was ever found before, we woultl pretend to believe at least half of it.
What effect is all this having upon the canal '
None.
No great world project was ever accomplished
without delays disappointments ami difficulties, while a
thorns of croakers stood by and found Infinite pleasure In condemning every step every leader, cveiy met
ami even the undertaking itself.
When Noah begun to build the ui k they went up
to watch him work ami told him what a silly ass he
was.
"There's no use of the thing in the tirst place,
they said, "and if you build it like that it won't tloat
anyway." Nevertheless, there was use of it. and It tli I
float.
When .Moses and Aaron esolved to lead the
children of Israel out of Egypt, the nation wandered
in the desert forty years because of its knockers and
malcontents. "We are doing the thing all wrong!" tln v
complained; "besides, It isn't possible."
Hut M ises
and Aaron persisted, and after them Joshua persisted,
and the tribes finally came to their promised land.
When ever a grout man and an able man has bee:,
needed for the accomplishment of a great work, he ha- :
been found, und the right mail to make a success
the great canul will yet be discovered.
Mr. President, we laugh about the humorous side of
the canal. We make cartoons about it, ami we write
verses about It that we think are funny. We watch
the thief engineers go down, and we smile when you
say "I'omo home."
We ure even Inclined to believe
some of the stories we hear, because we tire a great
n
big. impulsive,
nation. Hut in our hearts
we have faith In your plans for the canal.
We are
certain that canal will be completed. We know Hint
despite every
the steam shovels at t'ulebra
will keep biting Into the mountains, and every da
will see the work a little nearer completion. We realize
that if everything had been smooth sailing from the
first it would have been nothing less than a miracle
e are confident that sooner or later we are going
ami
to find the right man.
Keep at it, until you change

The number of houses to rent at this time In Albuquerque is distressingly small. In fot-t- , vacant houses
are unusually scarce for the time of year. There Is another fdet, which 1 now impressing Itself on public attention. I ; is that the number of people arriving In the '.be inup.
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(Continued from Page One)

The present New Mexican
Alamogordo News:
legislature Is making a splendid record at sensible lawmaking. Every measure Is being dealt with by special
consideration, and all acts after mature deliberation.
get
Dut how much better could our representatives
along and expedite matters if they only had the assistance of the mighty brains of the editorial writer of the
all same as Albuquerque
Otero County Advertiser,
Journal which sees no good, nothing pure, and not a
whit of sense in anything done, considered or talked by
the New Mexico legislature! What a pity that the Advertiser man has not the opportunity to oil the running
gear of the universe, and especially of the New Mexico
legislature!
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NO MORE BILLS CAN

Income.
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House bill No. 210, by Holt, relative to tax sales.
House bill No. 211, by Holt, relative to the selection of Jurors, etc.
House bill No. 212, by Htudley, civil
proceedure and powers of court.
House bill No. 213 by Beach, creating the county of Pyramid
from
Grant county, Lordsburg as county
seat.
House bill No. 214, R. Ranches, appropriation for Improving public highway to Las Vegas.
House bill No. 215, by Mulllns, to
amend law lelatlve to the holding of
court for the Fifth Judicial district.
House bill No. 21, by Blernhaum,
fixing the north boundary of Bernalillo and the south boundary line of
Sandoval counties.
House bill No. 217, by TruJIllo, relative to others than probate clerks
Issuing marriage licenses. Tabled.
House bill No. 2 is. by Hudspeth,
fixing the salary of territorial secretary.
House bill No. 219, by Blernhaum,
Improvement of public highways by
convict labor.
Bills Acted Vpon.
House bill No. 177. relative to the
construction of public highways by
convict labor. Passed.
House bill No. 130, relative to artesian wells. Ieft on third reading to
await amendment.
House bill No 170. rnirillntlnir the
'
practice ot- medicine. Passed.
Council substitute for council bill '
No. 11, relative to taxing sleeping
cars. Fnssed.
House bill No. 147, relative to the
Inspection of meat and milk. Passed.
House bill No. 110, limiting the sale
of native liquors where manufactured.
.
Passed.
House, bill No. 67, qualification of
witnesses. Council amendment
not
concurred in.
House bill No. 132, compulsory
fencing law repeal. Passed.
House bill No. 1S, to prohibit the
sale of liquor to Indians. Passed.
House bill No. 183, special levy for
payment of unpaid accounts to be
made by county commissioners. Pass-

F. H. STRONG
Furniture, Rugs. Ranges
Crockery and Glassware
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Hio Council Today.

In the council this morning the
new bills Introduced were:
Council bill No. 98, an act to repeal section 8 of chapter 48, laws of
1903, an act creating the efflce of
game warden. Passed.
Council bill No. 99. by Sargent, relative to refunding municipal debts.
Council bill No. 100, by Murray, to
prohibit false or exaggerated statements of affairs of corporations, prevents fake mining statements.
Council bill No. 101. by Cameron,
to
election law of 1901 and
repeal the present law.
Council bill No. 102. by Cameron,
relative to salaries nntl qualifications
of school superintendents.
Council bill No. 103, by Dalles, relative to the duties of school directors.
Substitute for council bill No. 17,
relutlve to the bouds of territorial officials. Passed.
Council bill No. 60. repealing the
law for special levies for court houses
and Jails. Passed.
House bill No. 113, for street
sprinkling. Passed.
House bill No. 104, administration
of estates of deceased persons. Passed.
House bill No. 124. relat.ve to the
payment of employes In scrip. Passed,
Cameron, Sargent,.. Richards, Chaves
opposing.
House bill No. 162. relative to the
sale of townsltes where title Is vested
in probate Judge, etc. Passed.
House bill No. 54, malpractice of
law. Passed.
Council bill No. 90. to exempt gasoline, etc., from coal oil inspection law.
Passed.
House bill No. 85, punish of black-mal- l.
Passed.
Council refused, by vote, to permit
the second reading of Walters' bee
inspection bill.

Constructed on Scientific

Principles.

CALL AND SEE THEM

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

st

Albuquerque, New Mexico
reason that if the Wabash had orders in for 2,600 cars and those orders were moving up the line to
where they could be filled shortly it
would be bad policy to cancel because steel cars are nearly as good
as gold bonds, while being scarcer.

3. D. Eakla. President
O. Glomi, Vice President.

COMMON JOYS ARE SWEETEST.

Ji.i

"What have I to be thankful for?"
Well, there's plenty of good, sweet

air;

Did you ever

thank

doors.
Wits Its wide-ope- n

fomtrr

Chms. Mellnl,
O. Bachecil, Treses rer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKStALK DKALKRS) IN

.

'

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
klip vrytblng la stock outfit tho
f
most fastidious bar eomploto

Uod for all out

cure of care?

W

"What have I to be thankful for?"
Why, the water runs all day
(lod's liquor! (io ask the
ed wretch
What he'd give for what you throw-awa-

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southvwet for Jos. .
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries;
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, LOule Hunter,Yellowstone.
Monarch, and other etandard brande. of whiskies toe numerous toT.J
mention.
E ARE N0T COMPOUNDER.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best
Ueries
DlBtlllerles and Breweries In tne United Stat a. Call and lnsaect
oar
Btock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prtee fclst.
Issued to dealers only.

ship-wreck- -!

!

ixti:oih;ck kew'duug

"What have I to bo thankful for?"
Have you ever met with love?
Templemun has Introduced
bill In Have you seen an eye light up for
you?
the house of commons respecting
That's a gleam from the God above.
proprietary and patent medicines. It
provides that no package of medi
d
angel of sleep
cine shall be sold unless a sample Does the
visit you?
of It has been sent to the minister
At your table waits appetite?
for registration, accompanied by an
know any little child who Is
affidavit as to whether it contains Po youglad
alcohol or poisons, and their per
you come home at night?
When
centages
None can be sold unless
It Is of the same compoMlllon ns the
Kvery bottle or 'Tis the common joys of common men
standard sample.
That are sweetest, after all;
package of medicine offered for sale
feasts and fevered wines
must have the Inland revenue stamp For turtled
Leave an after-tast- e
of gall.
attached to it If the analysis discloses that the sample submitted So pick up
the diamonds you've
does not conform to the statement
trampled on,
that accompanies It, or if the minThere's love and life and youth;
ister considers the medicine unfit for And
It's thankful to Uod we all would
use. the dealer will have an opporbe
tunity to present his Hide of the case,
Ie we loved the simple truth.
after which the minister, if he deems
Frank Crane, In Hoston Herald.
it advisable, may prohibit the manufacture. Importation or sale of the
Mouth. Hand or liH'?
medicine. The act applies to anyone
Ye scribe visited Mr. ami Mrs. W.
who is not known as a wholesale
J.
the other day and heard some
Seal
manufacturer or importer, hut who nice music
on the organ.- - Sneedvllle
makes imports proprietary tir patent iTenn.) Times.
consumto
medicines for sale direct
of medicine
ers. A distribution
A I'nivcrsity
of Chicago professor
samples from door to door is prohibited.
The essence of cocaine in urges the establishment of a school
you are, proof
courtship.
Hlght
patent medicines Is prohibited. The
Let's get ril of the park
penalties provided reach a maximum fessor.
of $500 ami Imprisonment for twelve police.
months.
Private board and rooms. 420
North Eleventh street.
WAHAsll CANCI'.I.I.ATIOX
or ITS CAR I'OXTUAt'r.
New
Vork. March 12. The cancellation of a contract for 2,500
cars by tho Vabuh railway
has sel some knowing ones thinking.
The Wabash officials will not
OF THE
go on record themselves us to why
this order was cancelled, it is understood that it was because they could
MILLINERY FASHION CO.
not gel the cars when they wanted
them The Wabash, like other roads,
is crying for more tars.
The mills
cannot run tho stulY for steel cars
out fast enough, and it is f ilr to assume that the Wabash did just what
Thursday and Friday
the president of the Pennsylvania
orders
has threatened to
for us in the Pittsburg shops mi- it c 111 be shown that tile cars
ERVIN & PAYNTER
can be furnished in some kind of
lime that is reasonable. 11 stands to

bill
ottowa. Out., March
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Economical.
The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone fled 88

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.60
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BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
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Hut we know th.it the
this part of it will
add to tht-lhealth, length of life untl
Ihnrpincss jf they eat Hulling' Itivuil.
pii s and
Same thing true of
other pantry. Sure you have the
name?

Citizen Print Shop Is 8
you can get the most for
your money. We print
very.
thing but greenbscks ana poet
V
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PHILADELPHIA PREPARING
WITH

FOR GREAT ELKS MEETING
Prizes for Fattest Elk, Leanest Elk, Tal
zes
lest Elk and Smallest
For Every Kind of Elk.
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"DOG TOWN" DENIZENS ITALIANS

PREPARE

!

MEET

LET THEIR ANGER

William Shoat Finds Vengeance in Appealing to

THE

Committee Was Appointed
Last Night to Prepare
Reception.

the Law.

V

TO

COUNT

BOILJVER

Jose and Primrtlvo Lopez are today busily engaged In helping Albuquerque to rid Itself of the old ditch,
long ni nee declared a nuisance. Jose
and Prmetivo are going to assist in
the work for several days, not that
they are especially found of work,
nor yt because the presence of stagnant water 1n the ditch Is revolting
to them. There is another reason.
Jose and Primetivo had a tight. And
they allowed their anger to reach the
boiling over point before they gave a
thought of what might result. Thus
angered at one William Shoat, they
proceeded to beat that mini up In no
gentle fiuthion,
and lie in return
cooly proceeded to law.
The tight occurred In I"g Town
late Sunday evening, but the warrants for the arrest of the Lopez were
not issued until Monday evening,
and
when Chief of Police
Officer Salazar drove out to the scene
of battle and escorted the two lxipez
to the city bastile where they remained over last night.
When brought before Judge
this morning the men pleaded
guilty and were lined $5 anil costs,
each. The men did not have the
money with which to pay, thus were
at once set to work with the gang of
men in illling up the old ditch. Shoat
was not badly Injured In the tight.
William Cooper, picked up by the
police several days ago on a charge
of vagrancy, was liberated last night
on his promise to leave the city.
C. Montgomery, arrested by the local police several days ago on a
charge of having stolen goods from
parties in Kl 1'ano. was liberated this
morning.

A number of prominent Italians of
the city met last night and appointed
a reception committee to arrange for
the greeting to be extended Count
Commander P. Corte, counsul general
from the Italian government for the
thirteen western and southwestern
states, who is expected to visit Albuquerque not later than Thursday of
this week.
Tho committee appointed last night
is composed of the following gentlemen: O. Hachechi. of the Consolidated Liquor company; Lorenzo Ora-d- i,
of the tlrm of Totl & tlrudi, and
Joe lladaraccu.
Dr. Macamuii, Italian counsul, Willi
headquarters in this city, is now waiting for a message by wire from Count
Corte, and when this is received tho
executive committee will be informed
as to Just when the distinguished
guest will arrive in the city.
Until
this word
has been received, the
gentlemen on the committee are delaying the arrangement for the reception, but they say their visitor will be
given a welcome befitting his rank
and station. Count Corte will be in
the city for at least two days, during
which time he will be entertained by
the more prominent Italian familloi
In the city.
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Ross and General
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Cameron to be Guests
on Auto Ride.
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m iu ii

onisT

MARCH

13111.

SHORT
L. T. COOPER.

ii. i.il Hugh Cameron, the 'Kaii-- a
Hermit," who brings to
I toss
a message from the people of
State, said that he
ilw Suntlnwi-wuuM le in tho city a week and a
part of his mission was to secure
pictures of Mr. Ross and K. S. Stover,
former lieutenant governor of Kjiii-sto place In the Kansas state Capitol Imikling at Topi xa. This accomplished, the general says that he is
content to return to his hamlet on
'aineron'H bluff on the Kaw river
.ind take up the simple life again.
It was with tho ability cf a school
hoy that the general, despite his four
score and three years, busied himself
around The Kvenlng Citizen office
this morning addressing and mailing
papers to his numeiaous
Kansas
friends.
"My mission Is accomplished." said
C.eneral Cameron. "The wrong done
Senator Ross by the people of Kansas as far as the blighting of a life
can be righted has been repaired,
lienator ldiss is no loi.g. r an exile
from the state whose people oni'e intrusted him with a seal in the Tinted
States senate and then hanged him
In effigy, because he refused to cast
the vote that wolibl have impeached
Prsident Andrew Johnson. It is late
to right wrong ami a message is
feeble recompense for a mrtyred life,
but it Is better late than never. 1
as In hopes that my message might
clear away the cloud that has been
gradually bluring the senator's mind,
which is now very feeble and I still
have hopes that it will."
Tonight
(Jeneral Cameron will
speak at the Presbyterian church and
tomorrow he and the senator will
take an automobile ride to the mountains as guests of It. K. j'utney. Mr.
Putney's big Thomas Flyer will call
at the Rosa home at 11 o'clock, when
the start will be made. Senator Koss
Is in such feeble health that he can
only eii1ure nut Jul nig the middle
of the day.

ili

NERVOUSNESS.
Ncrvousneku makes people miserable,
lur, and unhappy. They think something
terrible is going to
happen.
At night
they tos and worry
and are not retted.
They tire easily and
bavn't much en-

: Irs

They think

many things are the
matter with them- -

Consumption,

Kid-

ney troubld or
twenty other diseases. It 'a just
stomach trouble,
MRS, W,

J.

8CHA0KBR.

nothing

else in the

world. 1 wo bottles
f Cooper's New Discovery will put the
itomacb in shape in three weeks. 1 know
hit because I've teen it tried a thousand
imes. Theo all nervousness will disap-ea- r.
I know this too, because I've secu
thousand times. Here's a let-e- r
t happen
i got the other day:

"My

system was badly run down and
ay stomach and nerves in anawlul shape.
could not digest my food, was always
ired and would often feel faint and dizzy."
"I had heard so much oi your New
iiscovery medicine that 1 began taking it.
telief and strength and happiness were
pund in the very first bottle and the bene-- t
I have received from it has been truly
I am no longer nervous, my
underfill.
ippctite and digestion are good and I eat
;verythiog and sleep well." Mrs. W. J.
khsurer, 220 Guthrie St., Louisville, Ky.
We sell Cooper's New Discovery. It
takes tired, worn out, aervous people

app).
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The Baby's

M

should bca fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings.
Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

SEIGLE

But Played
Free2eout"

(CKEAM

Kdward Hieh, a well known char
acter about the town, is now under
police surveillance, charged with as
sault and robbery. The warrant upon
wntcn Klch was arrested was sworn
out by Selgle, proprietor of the New
York store on South First street.
If all of the things Selgle alleges
are true, Kich will be brought to face
a serious charge, as the complainant
says he was taken Into a rear room
of the saloon under the Savoy hotel
last night, and there robbed of S1S5
dollars, which he happened to have
in his pockets at the time and then
after taking all his money, he alleges.
men forced him to sign a check for

Metal Crib
These come in white and vernis martin.
A

Weil-Ma-

and

de

Wire

ed

Mattress

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

Come in and see them on out floor.

ALBERT FABER',

A Cream oi Tartar Foivicr

f 50.

Played "Frceic-out.- "
When Mr. Selgle was seen by a rep
resentative of The Kvenlng Citizen
this afternoon he said:
"My wife has been sick for two
weeks or more, and last night I had
gone out to see a doctor. I left the
store early in the evening and remained at the doctor's oftlce for more
than an hour.
Then upon returning
home I found it had grown quite late;
tnat my family had eaten their sup
per, and, rather than to annoy them,
I thought I would drop Into the Santa
Fe restaurant and get a sandwich,
v "1
went Into the restaurant with
this purpose In view, when some men.
a part of whom I knew, asked me to
drink and to shake the box with
them. 1 did this and lost a little
money. Then this man Klch asked
me to go into one of the rooms In the
rear and have a game of 'frecae-out- .'
I did not want to go, but several others Joined In and urged, and finally I
entered the game and lost all tho
money I had. It was about $130, 1
guess. Then I arose and said 1 was
going out, but the men would not let
me. They told me they would give
me a stack of chips to try and get
even. I took the chips, lost again,
and then It was that they forced me
to sign the checks. 1 told the men
that I could not write a check, as I
had no money in the bank.
However, my wife has some money In the
First National bank and it was on this
institution
that the checks were
drawn. They said 1 owed $50 for the
chips, and that 1 would have to sign
the check to balance the account.
When I protested, one of the men
struck me over the eye and otherwise
asaulted me. A minute later another
check for $5 was drawn and 1 was
made to sign that."
Mr. Selgle wears an ugly gash over
nia left eye, which he says waa In
fllcted by one of the men when he re
fused to sign the checks.
He said
this afternoon that it was about 4
o'clock this morning when he got
out of the saloon, and that he notified the police at once.
He had not
gone to bed yet this afternoon, and
to
representative
stated
the
of this
paper that he could not sleep until he
saw justice done. He said he did not
mind losing the money, but the un
provoked assault was more thau he
could stand for.

riTl

Made From Grapes
NO ALU (VI

APPLE

TREES

ARE SIX

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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Account

Puts System Into Your Business

Will

FEET IN

SPEAK

WHEN

FERENCE

book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

Miles From Albu-- j Old Time Friend Will Tell New
querque In the Manzano
Stories of Martyr's Home

Forty-Flv- e

The Bank of Commerce

i

Mountains.

Life

What in aaid to be the oldest aporchard In America is in the center of the ancient town of Maniano,
eighteen miles southweat of Katanela,
Torrance county, N. M., and forty-fiv- e
miles southeast of Albuquerque, at
the crow flies. Many of the trees are
more than six feet In circumstance,
but all are still fruitful and vigorous
although neglected for generations,
little is known of the history of this
orchard, but the oldest Inhabitants of
the valley of the, Itlo Grande remember the orchard from childhood, and
claim that the trees have not changed
In nppearance since then.
Venerable
Mexicans and Pueblo Indians tell of
visiting the orchard as far back as
they can remember and finding apples on the ground in all stages of decomposition at least two feet deep.
The Kstancla valley tins been peopled for ages, probably by the Spanish explorers at tlran Qnivera, Abo
and other ancient cities. Probably In
the early days of the Spanish occupation, some Franciscan monk found
his way to Manzano and there planted
this orchard way back in the dim distance.
The apples, however, are of an Inferior quality, being small and rough
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
skinned.
Manzano means apple In
the Spanish language And as the
mountains, which tower above this
The following quotations were re- famous orchard are culled Manzano,
it is believed that the mountains were
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers, named
the trees. The orchard
over their own private wires from can be after
reached easiest from the railNew York. Room S7, Barnett build- road from
Mountainuir by a drive of
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
twelve miles.
New York Stocks.
May cotton
$9.83
135
American Smelters
DE BACA GETS
Amalgamated Copper
...105
125 Va
American Sugar
40,4
American Car Foundry
YEARS FOR FORGERY
94
Atchison com
American Locomotive
69
Anaconda
6a ft
106
Haltimore and Ohio
The United States court of the
lirooklyn Kapid Transit
tiOVl
First judicial district continued Its
175
Canadian Pacille
session yesterday ut Santa Fe, Judge
39 Vi
Colorado Fuel
United
John R. McFle presiding.
Chicago Cleat Western
. 14A4
States Attorneys Uewellyn and Mel-le- r
30 V
Krie coin
Kovernment, the
represented
the
ami Nashville
121V4 United
States marshal's oftlce being
Missouri Pacific
72
W. It. Forbei.
represented by
67
National Iead
During the afternoon the case of
New York Central
121
was
called.
The
C.
do
Baca
I.lberta
80
Norfolk
defendant was arrested some weeks
Northern Pacific
13214 ago In Albuquerque,
charged
with
Ontario and Western
40H forgery, and was under indictment by
Pennsylvania
125
Jury.
grand
Baca
State-United
Reading com
....124 VI the
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
23
Kock Island com
years In the territorial penitentwo
86 VI tiary.
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
1434
The case of Jacob Aurandt. the
23
Southern Railway
charged with empostofflce
Union Pacific
156 Vi bezzlement employe
of mail matter, also cam J
V. S. S. com
40Vs up and late In
the afternoon the court
U. 8. S. pfd
iom
the Jury to bring In a verWires failed at close of market; Instructed
dict, the effect of which is to force
no copper quotations.
the prisoner to trial.
The court announced that a call of
Kansas City Livestock.
the civil docket will be had on ThursKansas City, March 12. Cuttle re day morning of this week, at 1)
ceipts 17.000, Including 1,500 south- o'clock.
erns.
Market steady to 10c lower.
Southern steers $ t.oo 0 5.25 ; southern
Wlutt Adiini Was.
cows $3. 00 (a 4.00; stackers and feed
"Willie," said the teacher, "form a
ers $3.601 5.25; bulls $3.00 (i, 4.25 ;
in which you use the lirst
calves $3.O0ii 7.00; western fed steers sentence
$4. drift 5. SO; western fed cows $3.00 person."
"Adam lived in the Garden of
i)4.50.
Sheep receipts 6,000. Market 5 to Kden," replied Willie promptly.
10 cents higher. Muttons $5.00 W6. 00;
range wethers
lambs $ 7.2." 4i 7.75
$5.401 6.75; ewes $ 5.00 'a 5. 50.
ple

and Associations.

Presbyterian
The
Brotherhood
meets tonight promptly nt 7:30 In the
church parlors of the First Presbyterian church. A full attendance is
expected. An interesting program
has been arranged.
Hesldes the regular work of the Brotherhood, a fine
musical program has been arranged.
Mr. W. D. Ward of Springfield. Ills.,
who was for many years
a close
neighbor of Abraham Lincoln, will
give some instances In the life of the
great commoner, which have never
been printed.
General Hugh Cameron, the Kansas hermit, will also speak
Important
of his
mission to New Mex-

you pay all bills by check, your business i recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

1

r
xnas.

CONDITION

FOR

"Sheep wintered well and are fat
and In fine condition for lambing,"
said M. li. Atkinson, of Corona, this
morning. Corona Is a small station
Mr.
on the Rock Island railway.
Atkinson used to graze his sheep In
says
valley,
Kstancla
but he
that
farmers have run the sheep out of
that section In the past few years.
LITTLE

A

TRADE

New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

HISTORY
.

Open Day and Night.

We wore one of the first grocers

to put this article In stock. We
sold It then and ever since nt 12!4

cents per package.'
The other day the agent representing the manufacturers was In
town working the trade.
When
he came to our place he stated
that we would have to quit selling
it at 12 V4 cents and charge 15
cents from now on. We naked
him how he was going to stop us.
He stated that the manufacturers
would refuse to sell the wholo-aalIf they sold us and we cut
the price.
We Informed him that we were
not in the habit of acepting dictations as to ciur prices, and that we
Rhould continue to sell at our own
figures and we will.
We have
plenty of the goods in stock,
which we offer to the people at
12V4
cents per package, and wo
want to sell lots of It berause we
still make a profit.
er

J

'.

AMUtIKItQlK

fWSII
t'OMI'ANV.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Maple Frtako

IX-put-

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 310 South Second Street

About

II

iveppeier

DEALER IN
K

LAMBING

(iltO-i:- V

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

C.

1

nt Jcr Hnvoy Hotel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security 1
. The telephone make the

The
telephone
preeerre
your health, prolong your life
and protects your home.

duties lighter, the cares lest
and the worries fewer.

YOU NBXD A TEXEPIIOXE

IX YOCIt IIOMfc

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Marble Ave. I'hone, 206

315

R

1

T7-

jl..

ico.

SHEEP ARE IN GOOD

-

1

Values at

MOMCR M. WARD, Mgr.
THE

CHAMPION

GROCERY

CO.

;

ex-!o-

ergy.

CITIZEN.

Went After Medicine For Sick

Lodges within a radius of 75 miles
will not be permitted to enter this
contest.
To the lodges displaying the most
attractive floats In the parade: First
prize, $300; second prize, $200; third
prize, $100.
Special prizes will be awarded as
follows: to the fattest Klk, $25; to
the leanest Klk, $25; to the tallest
Klk, $25; to the smallest Klk, $2T;
for the mnt beautiful banner, $150.
To the lodge's within a radius of 76
miles the following special prizes will
be awarded for the largest number of
members In line: First prize, $300:
second prize, $300; third prize, $100.
To th "home lodges" accompanied
by the largest number of ladles: F1rnt
prize, $150; second prize, $100; third
prize, $50.
Prizes for bands will be distributed
as follows: One hundred dollars will
be given to every lodge accompanied
by a band of thirty or more pieces,
provided the band participates in the
massed parade on Wednesday morning, July 17, nnd in tho grand parade
A
of lodges on Thursday, July 18.
certificate of special merit will also
be awarded to each band participating in both events.
An additional
prize of $250 will be awarded to the
lodge having the largest band In both
events, and an additional prize of
$100 to the lodge having the second
largest band.
The following prizes will also be
awarded to business houses making
the finest display of decorations and
illuminations:
First prize, $500;
prize, $400; third prize, $300;
prize,
$200; fifth prize, $100.
fourth
For special daylight decorations on
business houses and
residences:
First prize, $450; second prize, $250;
third prize, $150; fourth prize, $100;
tifth prize, $100.
All lodges and Individuals desiring
to compete for these prizes must signify such Intention In writing, stating
explicitly in which contest or contests
they desire to compete, no later than
Wednesday, July 17.
Address communications to committee on contests and awards.

ve

.EVENING

Fifty YcQra tho Standard

ROBBING

GEO.

Elk-Pri-

Philadelphia, March 12. Prizes to
he amount of $18,000 will be dlstrlb-ite- d
among the hosts of Elks who
rill attend the annual convention and
eunion of the Benevolent and
Order of Elks which Is to be
.eld In this city during: the week
July 15th. Of this sum, no
ess than $12,000 has been set aside
or the many bands which are exject-- d
to accompany the visitors.
The complete prize list, which hai
ust been made public by the committee In charge of the convention is as
follows:
To the lodge having .the largest
number of members in line the day of
First prize, $S00;
the big parade:
seoond prize, $200; third prize, $100.
All members participating In the
parade must also be registered at the
headquarPhiladelphia registration
Iodges within a radius of 75
ters.
miles will be considered home lodges
and will not be entitled to compete in
this contest.
For the lodge making the best appearance In lino; First prize, $300;
second prize, $150; third prize, $100.
Appearance Is to be Judged on the
following scale:
Uniform, 40 per
cent; marching, 40 per cent; general
appearance, 20 per cent.
For the lodges appearing In unique
uniform: First prize, $500; second
prize, $200; third prize, $100.
To the lodges having the largest
aggregate mileage: First prize, $300;
second prize, $150; third prize, $100.
In making the awards in this contest
the mileage will be computed by the
registration
from the
committee
number of members registered, the
most direct route to Philadelphia
from the competing city being considered, and lodges located outside
the boundary of the United States
proper or within a radius of 75 miles
will not be entitled to compete.
To the lodge accompanied by th3
largest number of ladles: First prize,
$160; second prize, $100; third prize,
$50. Ladles must be registered at
the registration bureau and must hold
cards aa provided by the grand lodge.

.

a.

Oinulia Livestock.
Omaha. March 12. Cattle 6,000.
Market steady to lower.
Western
steers $3 25 ( 5.25 Texas steers $3.00
'i4.25; cows and heifers $2.25 4.25:
t anners
$2.00 r 3.00;
Mockers and
feeders $3,011 M 5.00 ; calves $3,001$
6.5"; bulls $2.75 4.50.
Sheep 12.0HO. market steady. Yearlings $5.75 6.5"; w ethers $5 25 li C..75
ewes $ 1.75 ''i 5.50; lambs $6.75 7.50.
Produce Market.
Chicago. March 12. Closing
iio-lions
S
7
May
Wheat
i Julv 79
Corn May 47'; July 46 'i.
Oats May 4 1 ; July 3 7 n i i
Pork May $16.10; Ju'y $16.25.
May $9.25; July $9.30.
Itibs May $9 00; July $9.05 i 07 'i
Chicago I.lvesUH-k- .
Chicago, Marc h 12. Cattle receipts
4.0OO. Market steady. Peeves $4.10ji
6.75; co
and heifers $1.651 5.25;
Mockers and feeders $ 2.7D oi 4. 90 ;
Texans $4.1514.75;
calves $6.00j

Cannot be measured by ordinary
standards.

MISS LUTZ

;

Groceries, Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil

MILLINERY

1

1

Openings, Friday and Saturday
Evenings

1

622-62-

4

WEST

TIJEIUS AVENUE

a

100 BOUTH BMCONO BTBCmT

;

,

2

Get Busy
Watches Cleaned
.M.i

.

Sheep receipts
15.000.
steady. Sheep $3.75
$4 75
New

i

7.60.

Market
lambs

Money Market.
York. March 12. Prime mer-

cantile p iper
CHr; Money
per cent.

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

My Prices for Work

11.00 to J1.60
in Springs

$1.00 to $1.50
Nickel Alarm Clocks Repaired ..50c
Work fully Guaranteed.

Tr'rrr n. h.

andrus

110

Wot Cold
Avenue

. .

French Bakery
202 East Railroad Ave.

per cent; Silver

6 'n 6

on call,

firm,

4

fr

6

Metal Market.

New York. March 12. Iead quiet,
$.0o( $6. 3o, copper tlrm, $25.37 '4 'V
25.75.
St. I.onli. WikiI Market.
St. Louis, March 12. Wool steady

and unchanged.
Spelter Market.
Spelter firm,
$$S't) I'UU'','
1

J. A. KREM IS

DRUGGIST
DRUGS,

PATENTS,

CONFECTIONERY,

323 South moeond

trt

.

STATIONERY

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

PAINT

S

Covers more, looks

the longest, most economical; full measure.

BUILDINO

PAPER

Always In stock.

best, wears

Plaxter, Lime.

Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALltiy I KRQl

Cement.

K, M7W MKX.
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BLACKBURN

993 Boxes Bring $6.20 Looks
Like Clean Steal of

Some Pleasant Gossip About
People and Customs
at Washington.

$20,000

Why Papers Have Thought the
New Senator From KenSpecial Correspondence.
Farmlngton, N. M.. March 12.
tucky Is Gov. Beckham.
The people of this valley last fall

were visited by representatives of the
o
Commission Co., of
Denver, who represented that they
could handle th fruit of this valley
and secure top prices for It.
On the
basis of these representations something over forty carloads of apples
were shipped to the company to be
handled on a commission basis. The
fruit was placed In cold storage on
the representation of the company
that Colorado apples that had been
frozen by the freeze of October 23,
which visited nearly all the apple sections of Colorado, were being put on
They
the market at low prices.
claimed that us our fruit had not
been Injured it could be held at a
profit and placed on the market after
the frozen fruit was gone.
Our growers waited more or Ih.j
patiently until week before last, when
a telegram was received on Saturday
announcing that all fruit hnd been
(old and returns would be made next
week. On Saturday last the
utle.
received the checks, which from this
distance looked like si most gigantic
steal.
One man who shipped THIS boxes
got a check for $6.20. the company
having furnished
him about 750
boxes. Another had sent lot) boxes
of extra fancy and forty boxes of
fancy, and received a check for $7.1f.
over
Still another shipped a little
1.000 boxes and got n check
for
1100.30, and so It went.
average
We have figured out the
price obtained by the Fruit Growers'
association for apples and find that
taking the leading varieties and averaging the extra fancy, fancy and
choice, the price was $1.25 per box.
If our fruit was worth as much, and
because It was not frozen. It should
have been worth more, it means a
clear steal of some $20,000 from our
fruit growers.
The lesson is a costly one. but If '
teaches our people to perfect an organization here at home it will not
be all loss by any means.
Kansas-Colorad-

(Ily t

lltlHTllM

A

II

lit It .

V.,
Wa.sliiiiKton, 1).
March 12.
CuDKrcm lins rinsed and senators uml

representatives,
with their families
have folded thi'lr tcnls nnd silently
stolen iiwny, s.vnie to return In the
(II to renew juixt triumphs ami
wthern, nlns. whom the national capital will know in an official capacity
Of course, there are many
BO more.
congressmen
who
have permanent
residences In the city ami who w.il
drooping
heat of n
remain until the
Washington summer forces them to
fly to mountain or sea shore, but the
majority who "live In hotels and
have ppent most of their time here
in merrily ringing the bells." welcome the closing of the national leg-

islature.
There Is the Mrs. Congressman who
came here for her first season wall
Inflated

notions of Mr. Congress-juii'- i
official Importance, social
that would make 4he angels
Weep, and a pocketbook, alackaday,
lenn
sides knew no dissimulawhose
No Inhuman typewrite
can
tion.
Hpl-ratlo-

adequately express the disillusionment
tha.t comes to the ambitious little
anxious to help her husband
luniaii
on his political career by becoming
hernelf a power to reckon with In
But, thank Heaven,
Kirlal rlrcks.
the disillusion that comes as surely
as the social triumphs do not, creeps
In slowly and carries a philosophical
feaUm with it. and if she has a saving
jSMiso of humor she will put away
her erstwhile ambitions In lavender,
or possibly mothballs, and quietly
enjoy the national capi'.al life with
lt thousand allurements and endless
fascination as only an outsider, free
social
from the madding throng
climbers, can.
Entertaining In this city has become the sport of millionaires and
Washington hns broken up Into various sets which vie with each other In
the surpassing magnificence of their
social campaigns. A ten course dinner accompanied by the most expensive of foreign vintages goes for
nought, forsooth, unless there Is to
be some form of amusement to follow, a muslcale, a dance or some
oueen from the opera to please exacting, but stupid guests, while favors
Tlven at some of these pretentious
functions are exceeded in their bad
taste only by their costliness and
ostentation. Nowadays, big corporations have their press agents to
"mould public opinion" and up to
date social aspirants with money and
means to gratify their ambitions employ astute "social secretaries" whose
duties consist largely in seeing that
at column of adjectives, descriptive of
Madnme's charms, travels, gowns, entertainments, triumphs, children and
possibly a word of Madame') husband, shall appear regularly In the
newspapers. Indeed It is to be feared
that the theatrical press agent of
long standing fume must needs yield
to this latest competitor of facile pen
and fertile Imagination In whom
truth dwelleth not. One enterprising
hostess was lucky enough to secure
a society editor for her social secretary and now revels In columns and
pages of self advertisement, while
rivals look on with gnawing envy and
wonder how she does it. Verily,
times have changed Indeed, and woe
to the woman who changes not with

them.

Ambassador and Mrs. Hryce are at
last pleasantly situated in the embassy on Connecticut avenue and bid
fair to fall exhausted under the deluge of Invitations that have rained
down upon them. Washington dearly loves ambassadors, and no leader
of
of any pretensions would dream
overlooking even a possible opportunity of moving in so distinguished
an "atmosphere" straight from royalty. The white house dinner given
In honor of their coming also served as a fitting farewell to the two
retiring members of the cabinet, Mr.
Hhaw and Mr. Hitchcock, who with
their wives made their last official
appearance at the white house. The
dinner was one of the most brilliant
Riven
this season, notwithstanding
Lnt. and the guest list of notables
would have done honor to a midsea-ao- n
Mrs. Roosevelt wore
function.
a gown of pale blue satin heavily
brocaded in a design of flowers and
leaves and softened by touches of exquisite lace about the bodice and
sleeves. Mrs. Shaw wore a heavy
white lace robe pailletted in silver,
her Jewels being some very handsome (Hum cm da
Mrs. Van.rbilt'8
costume was one of the most noticeable toilettes seen In Washington this
winter. It was a heavy, white uncut
velvet, simply made, the only touch
of color being some superb diamond
and ruby ornaments
which were
worn on this occaHloin.

9,000

DROVE

SHEEP

FROM CARLSBAD

INTOJEXAS
Animals Died

For Want of

WaterTwo Thousand Died.

round at Last.
J. A. Harmon, of Llzemore, West
Va., says: "At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of oth'TS
typhoid
liver and
afflicted with
chronic constipation, will say: take
Dr. King's New Life Tills."
Guar25c at all
anteed satisfactory.
0UL o

nninnin rnn
run
milkuru

DAMAGES
I.OVIXWU

UANC'IIKK

n,

10 SHEEP
AM J'.GKS

A committee clerk of the house of
representatives, who enjoys making
statistical calculations, has figured out
that during the short sesion of congress, covering a period of only seventy-one
legislative days, the literature of the year was contributed to
bv congressman and the executive to
the extent of nine million words. In
this enormous total will he found the
speeches In both chambers, reports
submitted and messages
..,. of the presi- -

n.frtlol,

Culo.,

d.

Albert alleges that he instructed the
company to feed the siieep on hay,
hut instead of doing this, he says the
company turned them out where they
cough ate poisonous weed, and $2,000 of
cough them died inside of a week.

o

If you haven't time to exercise regularly, Do. ill's Itegulcts will prevent
They Induce u mild,
constipation.
cuby. healthful action of the bowels
Ask your druggist
griping.
without
tar .them, iic.

O

plied externally, and
has carried thousands
of women through the
trying crisis without suffering.
Kent! ftir
priceluM viu

Ihpa

nn

laree number sent to this cnnirress. '
Keduelng this total of words to an
hourly basis, It will be seen that the
records averages 24,000 words each
hour of the day, a continuity of
words, df not of "thought" that has
never been equalled by any legislative body on earth. These speeches
and other publications of the short
session, If published in book form of
the usual size of fiction, would make
a library of 100 volumes; not a very
small addition to the literature of
the country for one session of congress. Judged by the quantity of the
output As to the quality of the literature, there would be. doubtless,
a very decided variance of opinion.
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Brtdfleld Regulator Co., Atlanta,

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $158,000.00.

Solicits

and

i,n

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, 3. C. Baldrldge, Salomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.
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Atchison, topeka and santa
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orricrrrm aho dibkctor

JOSHUA S. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

President

vice President
Caflhler
AaaUtant Cashier
Director

U. .
POmiTORY
Authorized Capital
Pald Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Alchlwa, Topeka

&

$500,0OO.M

$250,000.0i

Saata Fe Railway Cempaay

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

....

CAPITAL.

Commercial Printing

.

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
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i

O. X. MARRO.V, President;

HERNDON,

Cashier;

Wm.

FARR,

Vice

ROY McDOXALD.

President; J.

B.

Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

cm
. . .

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
. Paint Now
before the vines are green and climbing In your way, before the
flowers
will shame the appearance of your
building. 'Twill be a better Job and
will do no harm to your plants
As
to the paint Itself, you can get none
better lots worse than if yoar baying of paints, oils, varnishes, putty
etc., Is done at

PUBLISHED BY . . .

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Causo of Stomach Trouble.
When a man has trobule with hii
stomach you may know that he is
eating more than he should or of
some article of food or drink not
suited to his age or occupation, or
that his bowels are habitually
constipated.
Chamberlain's
Take
Stomach and I.lver Tablets to regulate the bowels and Improve
the
digestion and see If the trouble does
not disappear. Ask for a free sam- pit. Sold by all druggists.

7 smfs

fri book containing InfuriuaUjn of

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

ON

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

I

No woman's happiness can bo cotnpleta
without children; it
is her nature to love
and want thetn
us much so as it is
to love the beautiful and nure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is bo fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's I'riend bo prepares the system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great und wonderful

tkan- -

ALLOWED

With Amp'a Means and Unsurpassed

,H

Our Work

NEW MEXICO

Work

The News No pure wru,
laws would be needed, if all
cures were like Dr. Snoop's Cough
ure is and has been for 20 years.
The national law now requires that if
any poisons enter into a cough mixture, it must be printed on the label
or package. For this reason mothers,
and others, should InsUt on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-mark- s
on Dr. Snoop's labels and
none In the medicine, else It must by
law be on the label. And It's not only
safe, but it Is said to be by those that
know it best, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly with your children. Insist on
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the Dr. Snoop package
with others and see No poison marks
there. You can always be on the safe
wide by demanding Dr. Shoop' Cough
urc. Simply refuse to accept any
ther. Sold by all druggists.

Collins,

INTEREST

one-nig-

All Kinds

MAtlCIf If, IMf.

Capital and surplus, $100,000

one-nigh-

Our Prices

March 12.
Henry Albert, a ranchman living near
I.oveland, has filed a suit in the district court against the Denver & Itlo
Urande railroad company for $2,0u0
damages, which he alleges to have
sustained In the shipment of sheep.
According to statements made by Albert he bhli. d several carloads of
sheep over the Denver & Hlo tlrande
road, and as the result of a wreck
on the road the sheep were

Fort

iiim;
S1T.

ALBUQUERQUE
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

A

W. SCHAFER

IN
CIIANGK
serial contests, which I believe Injure
IUM,IAI(I CIIMP. HM.KS. billiards."
New
York, March 11. Billiard
players are wondering whether, If I'llKPARIXO FOU TTTTC
MANHATTAN liKIDGK.
Schaefer should defeat Sutton In! New MOW
12.
A start will
York,
balk-ltn- e
18.2
their
contest
for soon be made March
on the task of clearing
the world's championship In Chicago, a way from the Hrooklyn approach
the next holder of the emblem will of I he Manhattan bridge. Comptrolconsent to a change in the governing ler Metz signed the notice sale of the
rules whereby future contests will bo building which the city has acquired,
of 3,000 Instead of 600 points. Wise and which takes place today. One of
people say no. Ignorance of the rules the provisions of the sale Is that tho
governing the trophy has caused buildings must be dismantled within
much misunderstanding.
These rules thirty days. According to Comptrolgive the holder of the emblem the ler Metz the property will probably
privilege of naming any place In the be turned over to Borough President
country where he has a legal resi- Coler about April 10th. The apdence as the battle ground when chal- proach, when It is completed, will be
lenged. To change the rule govern- In reality an extension of Flatbush
ing the number of points, which simavenue.
When the site Is turned
ply reads, "All contests shall be of over to President Coler It will bo infi00 points up" It would he necessary cumbent
upon him to improve It,
for the holder of the emblem to sur- and Mr. Metz has asked what sort
render It to the donors. Then a con- of Improvement is contemplated.
eligible for
ference of the
the championship honors would be
Stops earache
In two minutes;
called, and they would decide upon toothache
or pain of burn or scald In
the change proposed. It Is the play- live minutes;
hoarseness, one hour;
ers who decide these matters.
not
two hours; sore throat,
the donors of the emblem. In dis- muscleache,
Dr. Thomas
hours
twelve
Electric
cussing this matter, Maurice Daly
said: "There is no doubt that In a oil, monarch over pain.
3,000 point match
better opportunity Is afforded to test Individual
game of
merit than In a
GOO
points. A player may be 'off'
i ua.-i. .1 .uitl houil know
i
one night, but como back the next,
iih.iUL Ifif
rf.t!
V, iurling Sjtrey
MAfvV
KL
may
which
also be the reverse of th'
opponent. So you may see you come
OR)
M1.
.'
again to the
proposition af1( rUllllMB
ter all. Again, a player may be so
badly outclassed that Interest In the
V'TT
It
V S-- -'
match is lost after tho first night.
Ives insisted upon three nights, but
u vm,
k
..I ..
n
at that time Schaefer was In favor
games.
In
of
keeper
Not
a
room
short
Democratic politics in Maryland Is America would favor long games or
I. :.w i .'ti k.
beginning to hold some Interest for
the country at large, owing to the
election of a senator to succeed the
late Senator Gorman.
When Mr.
Gorman died, the governor appointed
former Governor William Plnkney
I I
Whytc to 1111 the vacancy until the
legislature should elect. Mr. Whyte
was a senator by appointment of the
governor of his state In 1868 to fill
1
1
ri8ht
are right
the vacancy caused by the resignation
of Reverdy Johnson, who went to
Great Hiitaln as the American minister. In 1874 Mr. Whyte resigned
as governor of Maryland and was
elected to the senate, where he served a full term. He Is now in the
senate for the third time and for
the second time by gubernatorial appointment.
Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
Senator Whyte has upset the plans
of some of the Maryland politicians
and
Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
by announcing hut willingness to be
a candidate for the completion of Mr.
Gorman's term, which would keep
him in the senate until March, 1909,
All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue
but he says he will not serve beyond
that time. This plan would compel
the legislature to find two candidates,
and the main struggle, of course,
would be over the full term commencing March 3, 1909, for the man
who is successful for that term probably will by virtue of his election become the democrallc leader of his
state. In declining to be a candidate for the new term, Senator Whyte
recently said:
"Under no circumstances shall I be
a candidate for what is called the
long term, beginning March 3, 1909.
I shall be eighty-fou- r
years old then,
and 1 think I am entitled to retirement liesldes. I think the state
ought to be represented in the senate
by a man younger than eighty-fou- r
years."

have been initiated into
of official
ladles who
up
the personnel known as the
make
"petticoat cabinet"
Meyer
Mrs.
brings with her two young daughters
who will fill to a nicety the role of
cabinet girls. The Misses Meyer, in
addition to being handsome and attractive, are linguists of ability, and
having lived abroad for a considerable time, In fcpite of their youth,
they will huve the poise ami bearing
which comes from the enjoyment of
life in court circles. Mis. Meyer
tomes to Washington with unusual
social prestige and it Is expected that,
with her two charming daughters,
tilie will make her home on New
Hampshire avenue, but lately vacated by the Vanderbllts, one of the
most exclusive centers in the c.ipital.

i.i:ssxi:ss

Bit of Vaudeville 4

"Say, Osgar. you owe me nn apoplexy."
"Why, vol haf I done to defend you, Adolf?"
"You tolt llmil Klernudel dot 1 wass a free lunch consumer for der
cheese trust."
"I dlt nod, nelder of der klnt. I said you wass a free lance pickled
tripe spearer."
"Veil. 1 don'd belief you unless you make a denial by me of der true
tacts."
"I voult nod go back on my wort mltould
returning.
So dere,
now."
"Now to impulse you addition inquiry."
"Shut tip. You are beneath my attempt!"
"Look here, you dough head. Don'd you lacteale my felines, or I
vill nod be responsibly for your unsafely."
"Don'd dare to Incinerate dot you are bedder dan me, or 1 vl II
make you renew your vorts."
"Anoddcr earmark like dot. unci I vlll loosen my temierature und
hit you a sharp strike on der pulse."
"Und you, you I vlll soak In der physiology mit n vet sponge."
"Voult you duel me a duel?"
"Yess, yess; mit der uttermost pressure. Vot iss der mi ma of der
etihlngs?"
"I selection slapsticks ad forty pager."
"Und der blaee of der location, blease?"
"itehlnt der glue vorks."
"For why behlnt der glue vorkks?"
"Dot lss to make der slaps stick, ha, ha, ha!"
"We vill now varble dot popular composed by der Svede Singer
of Sandusky, der title of vlch stands, 'I.ed's Putnt und Make Up.'"

Iv

WOKTII iur.n AS hi:.
SILT OF COMPANY'S CAItt:- -

I. Meyer
tiie coterie

Washington. 1. (.'.. March 12.
liovernor J. W. C. ISeckham, of Kentucky, called by many of his friends
the "boy governor" because of his
youth, a few years ago, became possessed of the ambition to go to the
t'nlted States senate and set up the
political machinery of his state to
that end. This was a laudable ambition and there are many persons
who will be glad to see the young
man' in the senate, where he will be
found two years hence. In some
iiuarters, however, theie seems to be
a disposition to insist that Governor
ISeckham is now a member of that
great, body, notwithstanding the fact
that the man whom he succeeds has
two years to his credit on his present term.
Not a very long time ago the New
York levelling l'ost, usually the most
accurate of newspapers,
announced
that tiovernor lieckham hi"' beri
elected to succeed Senator i.lauk-burwhose term expired March 3,
and who is to be succeeded by Judge
I'aynter, of Louisville.
Since
the
congress adjourned, the Philadelphia
Press, assured at all times to be as
reliable as the compass, told its many
readers that (iovernor Meckham began his term last Monday, The state
of Kentucky has n fashion of holding Its primaries a. long time before
election; especially where the candidates control the election machinery
and find it to their advantage to have
an early primaiy
In the campaign
last fall, at the name time the electors of the Hlue Grass state were
voting for members of the sixtieth
congress, they also voted at a primary for their choice for senator to
succeed James 1J. McCreary. It was
at this primary that Governor lieckham wua victorious over the senator.
The legislature which must choose
Mr. McCreary's successor, however, Is
yet to be elected. The governor will
control It by virtue of the result of
the primary and within two years
Kentucky will have an entirely new
representation in the United States
senate. Judge Thomas S. Paynter
was elected January 6, 1U06, to succeed Mr. Hlackburn
and Governor
I'.eckham will bo elected January,
liios, to succeed Mr. McCreary the
following year.
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$2,01)0

Mrs. Garfield and Mrs. George von

A
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A. J. Crawford .returned Saturday
from Crockett county, Texas, whither
he Journeyed two months ago to drive
his sheep to the number of 6,000
wethers and 3,300 ewes, says the
CatiHbad Current.
The sheep suffered for water on the road and became very thin, not doing well.
The
country was very dry and losses were
considerable. He finally sold out last
week at $3.75 a round to Jim Hamilton, of San Angclo, the heavy sheep
owner who visits Carlsbad occasionally to sell rams, and who will drive
the sheep to Del Hio. The sheep were
of an excellent class and
had a
year's wool on, making this one of
the most exceptional bargains of the
season, but on account of lack of
good range Mr. Crawford decided to
sell. He has now disposed of all his
sheep except 1,300 tine ewes, now up
on the Hondo, in charge of a good
man. Mr. Crawford will keep this
little flock, but does not purpose to
again invest heavily In sheep.
The
past season has been the hardest for
the twenty odd years he has been In
the business, he having lost not only
In the neighborhood of 2.000 sheep,
but also two herders perished in the
early storm.
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GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette
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"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

L. B, PUTNEY

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
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Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stanle Groceries in
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT

a

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. Ot
Ot

?

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
c

1873.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

i

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mextco
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OUR CLOTHING FOR BOYS

J. D. EMMONS

THE

THI3 FURNITURE MAN.
Corner Conl and Nrooml.
West Knd Viaduct
Phone 370

It, by Hoc tin- Ug. Oo.
-

iENDRICK 1$

'

OPPOSED 10
'

REDJAPE

'

eunnrja.

$22,000

KIDNAPED BOY; REWARD IS

A pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cabtop,
inet with an aluminum
made of the same material as
high grade cooking utensils.
bright and
Can be washed
clean in an instant, ready for
This
bread and
Is only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It Is a pleasure to
deshow you this labor-savin- g
vice.
cake-makin-

paor

CITIZEN.

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR THIS

We are exclusive agents for

.

EVENING

in having tlieir boys well dressed,
involves correct style. We are as particular
about boys' styles as about men's but careful that exclusive-ties- s
does not mean high price. Our boys' section was never
so full of novelties never seemed so bright. You arc welcome to look never under obligation to buy.

MOTHKRS take pride

:.

n

low, and J. F. Fowler, of Albuquer
oue.
The meeting was one of the

most important held for years and
the reports were received with in
tense interest.
The O. R. C. was
represented nt the local meeting by C.
F. Bench, of San Bernardino, chaircommittee; C. II.
man of the
KicliarriHon, of Fresno, vice chair
man; M. 11. 'ooy, of Needles, seere
tarv; S. 1. Hendy, Alhunuenitie; M.
X. Tliomison, Winslow; F. S. IIoukIi- ton, Piikerstiold. jmd (i. W. Reese
The II. 11. T. wa
San lSeriiarillno.
represented ly .1. I.. Service, tit Wins-low- ,
general chairman; II. C. Tlialls
of IJakerstield, vice rhairinan; J. 1
Fowler, of Albuquerque, secretary; J,
V. Lippitt. Needles; J. F. Knoles, San
l'ei nai dino; W. A. Dal.cll, Los Anijc
les, and J. lleppeto, Fresno.

,

i.

Yn,

?
J-- x

A Full Line of Boys' Pants, All Styles, just Received

Mo
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Orders For Needed Material
Should be Less Hard
!m;v depot for wii,lri,
TORRANCE fdlM'V,
to Get.
For the last few days material for

5.'

tho new A., T. At S. F. depot at Wll
Hard has been arriving very rapidly.
mixer and several car
In the program of topics to be dU- - The concrete
of cement molds, arrived Wed
cussed at the coming annual eonven- - loads
nesday,
being unloaded. The
are
and
Uailway
tion of the 1 nli rnational
crusher at Abo, which will furGeneral Foremen's association, i an rock
the rock for the concrete work
important one pertaining to the "He- - isnish
out of commission temporarily, and
latlon of tho Store Department to the while
it is being repaired, the cement
Shops," etc. Tlie committee handling!
anil excavations for the depot
this topic will, no doubt, have amplj houses
be constructed.
will
The depot
opportunity to cite instances wueva proper
is to be S0x6a feet and two
improvements can bo made in methods employed on various roads and stories in height.
as practical men, they can produce
it-oi- i'
hi: 'oni:cit:i
some good suggestions. Till the time
vi within a m:kk
of the convention, the Hallway JourThe latest information here eon
nal believes it is best to leave this corning
is that
Fe cut-of- f
subject to the committee and mem- the trackthewillSanta
be connected up within
bers of the asoclatlon, but In this conweek, when work trains will be
nection will publish an extract from running
Texico, the eastern
second vice terminus between
Mr. J. W. Kencirlek,
of the line, and Helen, at
president of the Santa Fe, before the present the
western
Cut
New York Railway club, in which he No. 3 4, about lifiy milsterminus.
of here,
touches on this subject and expresses will require two months east
to com
views that we believe will find sanc- plete, but trains will get yet
around the
tion in many places. He said:
shoo-tl- y
by
means
a
of
cut
track
"To my mind, the practice pursued
temporarily to accommodate th
by most roads in an endeavor to se- built
News.
traflic.
Kstancla
cure minute supervision of their, affairs is shortsighted in the extreme and
C. H. Hrownell, who has been agent
perresults In the perfunctlonary
for the Santa Fe here a short time.
formance of many duties by official Informs
us he expects shortly to gi
receiving high salaries who could be. to Ash Fork
to accept a more remuch more profitably employed in sponsible position for the company
looking after other matters.
Cases at that point, says the Winslow Mail.
repeatedly come to my attention in Mr. Hrownell states that his succeswhich requisitions are made for cer- sor here will be a Mr. Johns, from
tain articles which are indispensable Grants, N. M. Their many friends
These requisi- here regret very much
and in current use.
Mr.
tions possibly require tho signature Hrownell and his estimable that
wife are
n
different of- to leave Holbrook.
of at least a
ficials, and it is quite probable that
a month may elapse from the time
The position of roundhouse fore
the requisition is made until it re- man in the La Junta shops seems ti
ceives all the approvals which are bo one that tries men's souls.
Durdeemed necessary in order to enable ing the past two weeks six different
tho purchasing agent or storekeeper Individuals have hnd a whack at th?i
Of course,
to furnish it.
Borne Job. Charles Drury was Installed in
requisitions are disallowed, and prop the position the first of the week.
m
so;
erly
but all that is saved through
Halelgh George of Demlng, who
this procedure is wasted many times
over by the delays which result in went to the railroad lutspitnl at Las
securing the things that are really Vegas some time past to be treated
necessary.
for blood poison, is improving. The
"My own idea in regard to matters report that lie had suffered tlie ampube
should
kind
is
of this
tation of his limb has proven false.
that there
some official connected with the aud
H. J. Longfellow, a telegraph op
King department und allied with tho
purchasing and store departments, erator, has gone to Needles, where he
approve
accepted a position with the Sanhas
to
who will have authority
requisitions which should come t) ta Fe.
him usually with not more than two
It is reported that C. M. Taylor has
signatures; first, that of the man
superintendent of mo
who originates the request; and sec been appointed
ond, that of his immediate depart tive (lower on1st.the Hock Island, effecmeiit superior. If errors are maile, or tive .March
if a man is extravagant, the fact will
XOTICK I'OIt Pt'BMCATIOX.
soon ascertained and the
be
proper corrective applied. As herein
Department
many
of the Interior, Land Of- mad'
records are
before stated,
A
lice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
which are absolutely valueless.
Feb. 28, 1907.
great many of them were legitimate
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
enough when they were Inaugurated,
Herrera,
N.
M.. has tiled
of
Chilili.
pas
but the necessity for them has
of his intention to make final
ed. and they are still kept up as a notice
live-yeproof in support
of his
matter of form."
claim, viz: Homestead F.ntry No. 6,- i50, made December 31, 1901, for
the the SK"i SW 14 nnd lot 5. Sec. 6.
PROPOSE THREE DECK and NE4 NWli and
lots 1 and 2,
Sec. 7, Township X N, Hange 7 E,
and that said proof will be made be
fore 11. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
CARS FOR SHIPApril 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
PING SHEEP
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin,
Hel and Ignacio Herrera, all of
Chilili, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
At the meeting of the stockmen
There will be a regular meeting of
and railroad officials at Cheyenne, A
o
J. Knollin. treasurer of the National
Wool Growers' association and man
Our ItOt'GIl DKY work oon'a have
ager of tlie Chicago stock yards, pro to be washed over. Imperial Launcars for the ship dry Co.
posed three-dec- k
ment of sheep as a solution of the
annual car shortage In the shipping
season.
It was shown that three- deck cars can be built no higher than
the present furniture cars.
A. L. Mohler, of the Union I'acitlc
aid that the suggestion was worthy
of consideration.
The L nion Pacitk'
he added, is constructing steel cars B
baggage, mull ami
for
freight service, which soon will take H
The
the place of the wooden cars.
VC
double tracking of the transcontinenmany
by
was
of
declared
the H
lines
tal
railroad representatives to be the solution of most of the complaints as 11
to service.
U

-

vf-r-

ar

Au-rel-

io

March
March
March
tion.
March
March

Machine Mikes 125 Miles in
Nine Hours and Thirty
Minutes.

..

Look ( losd at This I. it tic Hoy's I'nco. Have You Simmi Mini Anywhere Inning the laxt IVw Days? He Is Horace Marvin, the
Was KUliinol on March 4 From Ills
Sn of Dr. .Marvin, and HeKtvp
I a thcr's I'nrin In Dclnnai-c- .
Your Kycs 0Mn for a Child Irfxik-in- g
I. Ike the AImivc.
i'hcii- - Is a Howard or 2:!.000 onVrtnl to AnylHslv
Who Kinds Him. He May He in Any Section of (lie Country.
Special Correspondence.
thronged with searchers threading
forest, field and the dreary expanse
Dover. Del., March 12. Although of
frozen marsh In that section. Kven
he refuses to discuss it, the father
nests In high trees were ex
of little Horace Marvin, four. Is re- - eagles'
on the theory that a huge
plored
e; 1" J""'?. '.e(elvei1 5 k,t'.l,r dmay
Lr.
have picked him up.
bird
,
,,,,
.c-.......u.i.K i.e.,,,
Klrnnrera nslensil.lv hunters
turn of his child, foj- whom he a few days
before made Inquiries
whole state of IVIaware Is search- about the Marvin
family in the
ing.
neighborhood.
The lad disappeared like magic on
the morning of March 4, while playing near a haystack on ills father's
Dl:s HIKIION OF
estate at Kitts Hammock, on DelaJit.
hokaci:
ware bay. The father, Dr. Horace N.
Marvin is a wealthy rattle raiser,
4
llorcae Marvin, Jr.
formerly of South Dakota. Kven the
Age Four years.
discovery of the child's cap or a shoe 4
age.
Size Large for his
i
would relieve his suspense. He of- - 4
Skin Light.
fers $20,000 reward for the arrest of 4
Hair Light.
the kidnapers and the return of his 4
F.yes Hlue.
4
son. The legislature of Delaware has
4
Face Chubby.
worsJust rushed through an appropriation
Cap, knitted
for a 12,000 reward.
4 ted toboggan with tassel; coat, 'i
one
on
dark blue, buttoning
The lad was missed ten minutes
side only; baby overalls and 4
after he was last seen, and search
Jumper.
4
begun. No trace whatever has been
found of him. The countryside Is
I'nur-Yciir-tl- il

-

mi;vi,

'

PURSE SNATCHERS AT

MADE

ROUNO-U- P

made a trip over the proposed road
this week In order to satisfy himself
about the practicability of tlie enterprise. His party left Amarillo at :3
a. m. and ran the distance. 125 miles
to this city, in tt hours and 30 minutes, reaching here at 7 o'clock p.
m.
of course, this tiip was made
over the wagon road from here to
Amarillo and in many places it is
very rough and the time can easily
be cut down to about half that when
the road is ready for ubc. A. H. Carter, who was the originator of the
idea of the enterprise. Is now in Boston after live more machines, which
Inline
will be shipped for service
diately. A line from here to Texico
is also now a practical certainty.
Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
as they cannot
by local applications,
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness,
and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of tho Eustachian Tube. When this tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely
closed, Denfness Is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
Catarrh, which In nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY

OF

& CO., Props.,

Sold by all Druggists.

Toledo, Ohio.

70c.

Take Hall s Family l'llls for constipa-

WORK IN LAS VEGAS!

WANDERING

GYPSIES

tion.

FEE'S
Saturday evening, as Miss Elsie
Haehelor
Hullard and Miss Nellie
were walking along Sixth street, near
Washington, a man approached them
and was about to pass when he
reached out and snatched a pocket-boo- k
which Miss Hutchelor was carrying and immediately made off in
The
the darkness, says the (iptlc.
young ladies hurried to the home of
Miss Hatchelor, which was near, and
Owing to th.i
notllied her family.
darkness and the fright of the young
ladies they were unable to describe
the man's appearance.
How to Hcmaln Young.
To continue young in health and
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Bowan,
McDonough. Ua., did.
She says:
"Three bottle of Electric Hitters cured me of chronic liver and stomach
trouble complicated with such an
unhealthy condition
of the blood
that my skin turned red as flannel.
I am now practically 20 years younger than before I took Electric Bitters. I can now do all my work with
ease and assist in my husband's
Guaranteed at all dealer.
store."
Price 50c.
We do it right, HOI Gil DRY. Imperial Laundry Co.

$200 REWARD.

EVENTS

Is offered for the capture of An
ttmo Pettlne. the murderer of Benedetto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

AI.MAXAC r.VKXTS.
17.
St. Patrick's Day.

Tu. umcai I. N. M . March 12. W.
F. Kuchunan, who Is Interested In the
new auto line from here to Amarillo,

,.,,.,

COSING

Much

i

to

half-doze-

lW

AUTOMOBILE

10

:.v

MANDELL

CANDIES,

Nine of the Gvpsv band that has
recently been hanging around tho city
both men and women were gathered in on a charge nf disorderly conduct and vagrancy, says the El I'aso
News.
They furnished a cash bond
of $50 for their appearance.
It is claimed that while here the
Gypsy band has not only been begging but also obtaining considerable
pretenses.
money under fal-It Is
also alleged that some of the band
have been guilty of petty thieving and
have had previous bad records. Hut
It Is stated that the cases against Ihem
will not be pushed if they leave town
at once.
Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's l'aln Halm relieves
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
and rest possible, which Is alone
worth many times Its cost. B. F.
Crocker, Esq., no.v 84 years of age,
and for twenty years Justice of the
peace at Martiusburg, Iowa, says:
"I am terribly alllicted with sciatic
rheumatism
in my left arm and
right hip. I have used three bottles of Chamberlain's Pain iSalm and
it did me lots of good." For sale
by all druggists.
Subscribe for Tim Evening Citizen

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

May

Spring begins.
Palm Sunday.
Lady Day; annuncia-

21.
24.
25.
29
31

U0

Good Friday.

Easter Sunday.
Memorial Day of

G. A. R.

coffee disagree with you?
Probably It does!
Then try Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Coffee" Is a clever combination of pnrch-c- d
Docs

cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
renl coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee, yet Its flavor and taste
matches closely old Java and Mocha
Coffee.
If your stomach, heart or
kidneys can't stand coffee drinking,
try Health Coffee. It Is wholesome,
nourishing and satisfying. It's nice
even for the youngest child. Sold by
C. N. Brlgham.

lilli

Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Cure
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

and

ll THrbbuc
the LUNC3
M

CURE

WITH

Dr. King's

ticv Discovery
Price
EOoMI.OO
forC
ONSUIWPTI0M

OUGHSans

Free Trial.

OLDS

Surest and Umckest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.
Dr. Williams'
Q
IN' mituientwill

Indian Pita
cure Klima,
wlileedliig antl ItohinsT
Piles, ll absorbs the tuinont.
allays the itching at oiwe.i
us a poultice, e'ves Instant re
lief. Dr. Williams' lntllan Pile Otnfr
nient Is prepared for
ins; of the private parts.
Every box ta
warranted. Bv dmirirlsts. hv mall on r
("hit of price. AO cent and CI.OO. WiLLUBff
UAKUrACTURING CI.. Props.. Cleveland. Ooia
FOR SALE BY S. VAKN ft gOM.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
LOANS.

Automatic Phone
10, N. T. Armljo Bulldln
m

A. E. WALKER,
nam
INSURANCE.

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor'
and Cigars. Place your orders torn
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.
.

...The...
"SHORT LINE"
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Snnta Fe, N. M., and

the

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt Me
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIKNWOUT
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All Kinds of

&

DENVER

lt

td

Fifi

Secretary Mutual Building AsaocSsv
COMING IV OCT OP THE COLD tlon. Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated
house, but It is not every house that
is properly warmed. If yours Is lack
lng In any way, or if you are unde
elded what is the best system to In
stall In a new house and need Information that is trustworthy and val'
with Raube and Mauger
uable, let us know of your trouble,
8C
115
Office,
North
First
We are specialists for hot water, hot
ALBCQl'ERQUE, N. M.
air and steam heating.

To prove lmnnestloiiiililT. snil lieyond any doubt,

balm, put up in lieaulilul nickel cupped glass Jars
fiOe. iMi.ii MKilliing agent a. Oil huculyptua,
Thymol, Menthol, etc.. are incorporated into a
vr.
velvety, cnm ilk.) petrolatum, impnrt.-Bhoop from Kurope. 11 Catarrh ol the nose and
by
stomach,
then
all
to the
throat lia extended
mean also use Internally. Dr. shoop's Kestoratl-- J.
Htnmach dihtrem, a lack ol general strength,
taste, etO,
bloating, belching, biliousness.
urWy call lor pr. Blioop's KesUiratlve.
For uncomplicated catarrh only of the nose ana
throat nothing eUe, however, uuod be uaud but

C. A. and C. ORANDB.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

Catarrh!
at

4.

PilM-annlU'.-

STORE.

that (iitarrh of the no! and throat ran lie cured,
I tan furniKliiiiK Miti. ru through lriucirit, mnull
free Trial box. a ol Dr. Miooiin mnrrh Cum.
I do tliisbecrtiise I sm no certain, that Ir. Khnnp's
help.
Catarrh Cure will bring actual
Nothing certainly. In w convincing an a physical
genuine
lint
merit.
that
rral.
tewtofany articleof
test will
article must poswn true merit, duo tho
condemn, rather than advance it. Dr. Hhoop'i
Catarrh Cure li a mow white, healing antiscptio

ruary

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

K. HOOPER,
General Passenger & Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
S.

B. A, SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No, IX.

14

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
and get It back Wednee tay.
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,

u

0

snrrnw i xi i:i:n to (spi.ni
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people

have
The Southwestern
promised to spend S20.UUU in improvements in Cloudcrofi by June 1,
says the Cloudcroft Silver Lining. If
they do, it will be the making of the
probably
town, as individuals will
spend that much more before the seaAt present writing active
son closes.
work has not started on the improvewill no doubt be bethey
ments, but
gun shortly, otherwise they could not
easily be completed by the specilied
time. We have the best of authority
that these Improvement will be made
and no Joking ubout It. but oh. I.ord,
this waiting has been, in past years.
crv trying.

a
H
a

B
B

B
B

K
B
i:iiavv trmnmf.n
mu;t at ni:i:ili.s. B
The general committees of the Or
Vr of Hallway Conductor and th. B

lirotherhood of Hallway Trainmen
of the Santa Fe coast lines met al
Needles Thursday in general session
to receive the reports of the general
chairman and secretary who had late
ly returned from attending the wag"
conference held at Chicago between
the Western Chairmen's association
and the General Managers' associaforty railroads
representing
tion,
west of the Mississippi river, says the
C.
F.
Kye.
Heneh. of San
Needles
Hernardlno. and M. II. Coney, of
Needles, represented the O. H. C. at
the conference, and the H. H. T.Wins-iirepresented by J. L. Service of
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BELKN IS 31 MILKS SOL'TH OF ALUl'Ql'ICRQUE.
N. M , AT TUB JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINK OF
THE SANTA IE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE ItTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OCT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST-IN$16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS,
ETC. BELEN 13 THE LARGEST SHIPPING FOIST FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT, WISE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iS THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
fl
i

COME

TO BELEN. H. M.

The

FAST I.IMITFD IMPRESS, MAIL AND
I'KLIGIIT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
0 Lit THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELIC.V, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); SO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

Belen Townsite

S,

I

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
MH

BECKER,

Pres

Im-

WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y

j
j

i

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN- TY
MONEY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

I

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Ko0oeoooooe
Koooooooooeooeooe)
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Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of

G

-

Raiiway Center

A

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

CITIZKlf.

LOCAL, AND

Believe Us

PICRSONAL
v i:rn v.n ixmi:c.sT.

We can ave you money

We have Just received a line of Box
Calf shoes that will Interest you If
you ure looking; for a solid shoe at a
moilenite price. The uppers are rut
nf full stock, soft, genuine box calf
niul tnke a Rood polish. The vamps
arc full length, not pieced
iimler the toe rap. They have well
wearing single soles, one piece
counters niul Innersoles and
are stitched with extra strong thread.
They are made over good lusts und we
have them with plain or cap toes.
Price only
$2.25
sole-leath-

BRIO HAM

Headquarters for Coffee
2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

118-12-

0

S.

Packages, J5o and S5o per lb.
1
tin, 45c.

I,

I

I

I

85c

--

lb. tins,

--

lb .tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
--

Ib. trocket,
11.00.

premium,

with

OoWen

date

coffee

tins. 40c.
b.

Something

Una, 80c.

unique nothing like It In the city.
Bulk coffee, SOo to 40c

f"

GEO. W. HICKOX

a

can.

ma

T. T. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

Try

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH SECOND

Wagner Hardware

8T.

Co.

Fotirth and Railroad Avenue

rs

A Rarebit
to be properly prepar-- d .should be mmlc
lu a Mnuui:i)(, llowman Ctiafinff lUb.
AUvay ;eaf,.y, no worry in about tire.
S'.nplv a ruatc'.i, anil ia a fev minute

the

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
liai produced dainty monwl to regale
yui;r guets. He sure to ee that your
dish U upn!led with tit
patented acamleas Ivory"
j,
cUd food uu fouuil only in
Luwmaa & Co. dialing Diahes.
c'lafitiK

Man-nin-

TOR 8ALC BY

Wagner
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque

Co.

Hardware

Co.

FoarthJand.Railroad Avenae

mm

E

THE

."

Diamond

Palace
AVE

Diamond, Watckes. Jewelry, Cat Glass, Clock. Blltarware.
T0r trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

ii

IAA

If'..... iiII'. II.
itntn

"

tiiK-we- rs

Wt lnrlte

Persons on the station grounds at
noon today witnessed an example of
very poor first-clatrain service.
Two ladies carrying heavy traveling
bags had tickets to travel on the lim
They walked from the ticket
ited.
olllce to the porter of the lirst car.
This porter directed them to the next
one, and the next to a Pullman conThey carried
ductor at the rear.
.

ss

II go
go on moe i rouoies
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11 J3
The Home of the

Walk-Ov-

er

The best leather for hard service
in the

a
"'8

a

Walk-Ove-

r

Shoe.

-

In

Do It Today

Telescope Styles

Learnard

&

Lindemann,

In Light Greys, Tans and Blacks

ZM W. Oold Avcni

COAL

Genuine American
ton
Cerrtllofl Lamp

N

block,

per

Pf ices $2.00 to $5.00

16.50
$6.60
$8.50
$$.00

Anthracite Nnt

Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
$9.50
sizes
SS.OO
Clean Gaa Coke
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$1.25

CALrC

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

IN AND SEE THEM

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both

1HE
10

O

lbs. Nice
$1.00.

Flione.

STERN

Y

IM

Extracted Honey
Order by Postal.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

for

W. P. Allen, Bos 202, Albuquerque.

ass

MADAM

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Betwe.n Railroad and Copp.r Ave., Tat. 74
STEWARD-LAM-

B

Nairdlwaire

Announces her formal
Spring Opening Thursday. March 14. from 3:00
to 6:00 and from 7:00 to

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

pm.

10

OF SANTA

PwJeirclhiaimis

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS

AGENTS FOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
TaIim Haara Dl atijp unit Imnl Amafc
res
auu iuiii&ui&ui9
tfvuu vwwib nuns
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
Winona Wagons

DR. C. H. LORD,
FE,

Santa Fe, March 12. Dr. C. N.
n
Lord, the
dentist of this
city, was the victim of a serious accident which resulted from a fall from
his horse yesterday morning.
The
doctor, In company with his brother,
Dr. F. U. Lord, of East Las Vegas,
and C. L. Haberlin, were on the mesa
at the time of the occurrence, and the
fall was precipitated by an attempt
on the part of Dr. F. It. Lord, brother
of the victim, to mount the horse
with him. No sooner was the action
taken than the, animal balked, throwing both men.' to Hhe ground.
The
brother escape! injury, but it Is feared that Br. C. N. Lord is suffering
from either a (dislocated or broken
hip. The exact character of the
cannot bo" determined till the
swelling subsides.
Meanwhile the
doctor
his
remains in bed, and
brother, who is also a dentist. Is attending to his practice.
well-know-

Jm:

It

WHBTMEY 'COMPANY 8

q

Wholesale Distributors

q

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

O

ry

TO MEMBERS OF V. V. OF A.

The secretary of the Fraternal

Un-

ion of American may be found at 401
South Second street. Ida M. Mason,

secretary.

NOTICE, A. O. U. W.
The financier wtll.be found at 40!
South Second street. James J.
financier.
Buy a
Don't suffer with corns.
box of our New Corn Cure for 10c.
It positively cures in four days and
never makes the foot sore. C. May's
Shoe Store, 311 West Railroad

6O

MEDICATE!

NEST EGGS DRIVE

ALL CHICKEN LICE AWAY FROM
HENS AND NESTS. 5 CENTS EACH.
E. W. FEE, COS 8. FIRST ST.

Thursday afternoon,
1:30 sharp,
March 14, at the home of the late W.
II. Matson, 824 South Edith street,
1 will sell the
entire furnishings of a
comfortable
.furnished
home. Goods consisting of range, refrigerator, kitchen utensils, dishes,
glassware oak dining table, sideboard
folding bed, black walnut bedroom
suit, carpets and rugs, washstands,
chamber sets, heating stoves, window
shades, lace curtains, parlor furniture
pictures, rockers, chairs, horse and
buggy, lawn mower, garden and barn
utensils and lot of carpenter tools, in
fact, everything in a comfortable
home. Inspect goods Wednesday, before sale. Nothing sold private.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
n
VOl" WILL FIND IT AT THE MAZE
Stenographers note books
05c
Rent receipt books
04c
10c
Indexed pocket ledgers
Monthly time books
05c
Day books
10c to 11.00
1
doz Seldlltz powders
25
Garfield tea
20c
Cubeb cigarettes
OJc
Mennen s talcum powder
20c
Porous plasters
15c
We think we carry the largest assortment of brushes to be found in

Harvesting Machinery

0

.Not Made by the Trust

O

o
0
00

U

wn.

Win.

THE MAZE.

KIKKi; Proprietor,

Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

MuoetMtloo Offlet

Trantetloa$

1

FULLY WARRANTED

Pot'
Write
Prices
rirt

it 3.dot,us.403,itr. mouth

mtrm.t
North rirmt mtroot

Albuquerque. Ne

3n

Mexico

3C

Home Insurance the (Best
Baying someming auoui numo in-8- u
ranee. Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated "with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested t home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it U to kesp his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offer exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
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SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALl

DANCING SCHOOL
'
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Ladies Frey
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Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALDUQUERQUE,N,
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Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -
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$3.50 and $4.00
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A Tremendous Stock Now In and More Arriving
Every Day, Showing Many Inportant Changes in
Styles and Colors, the Most Important being the New
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their luggage all the way.
The conductor then proceeded to direct them
back whence they came to car 3, he
to
said and they were compelled
carry their luggage back again.
The "A Stranger In Town" company arrived on the limited. The advance agent promises the show to be
a good one.
Some people complain about the
weather and the climate. It's a wonder they come so far to get it.
Paintings displayed in the window
of C. A. Matson & Co., by Frederick
Winn, the western artist, recalls an
Incident which occurred three years
ago when President Roosevelt visited
Albuquerque. Mr. Winn was in Albuquerque at the time, with a year's
work of his brush.
The work included many picturesque pictures of
western scenes, cowboy scenes predominating. The whole bundle was
given to the president so that he
might choose the one he liked best.
Mr. Winn wanted to make the chief
executive a present of a picture, but
In the hurry of things the president
took the whole bundle.
However,
Mr. Winn received thorn back later,
president
when the
discovered what
he had done.
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Oxfords or high cuts as you may choose
A trial will convince you that you should always wear Walk-Over-

1

is used

It stands
the test for railroad work and lumbering
better than all other brands.
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MISS ItlTA KNIGHT,
Appear
in "A Stranger
Town," at i:iks" iMr llmiw
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We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own pricesalmost.
SEE US betore you buy
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In the purchase of a Piano
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fair.
Attorney KIHro Unca is In Santa Fe
on legal bUKiness.
Mr. and Mrs. J. . Howard of Italian. Texan, are lu the elty.
J. F. Moore of El Paso In In the
city on a business mission.
Attorney W. H. Chllders was a passenger for Santa Fe yesterday.
Mis Fleming, of South First Btreet,
left last night for letrolt, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. It. It. Johnson
of
Joplin, Mo., are tourists In the city.
J. L. Stewart of Pedro, N. M.. rame
In last night anil will be in the city
for a few days.
Mrs. C. CI. Stafford of Kureka. Cal.,
and her daughter. Miss Ornt-rare
visitors in the city.
A very small audience greeted "A
Convict's Daughter" at the Klks' opera house last night.
Assistant United States Attorney K.
t.. Medler has returned from an extended visit to Washington, l. C.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Plnson of Gallup
came In this morning and are registered at the Sturges for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hocker of Kansas City, came in last night and are
registered at the Alvarado for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hoffman were In
the city yesterday from. Belen, where
Mr. Hoffman has a cigar and news
stand and a barber shop.
Money to loan on first mortgage
real estate security at low rate of
Interest. We charge no commission.
Occidental Ufo Insurance Co.
C. .. Denny, of Seattle, Wash., is In
the city for a few days, visiting h!s
nephew, Lloyd Hunsaker, the business manager of the Industrial Advertiser.
Urakeman Harry Graham of the
Zuni Mountain
yesterday
railroad
morning met the misfortune of having
his foot badly crushed In the Kettner
yards.
William Howes, timber estimater
for the American Lumber company at
Kettner, after a visit of two weeks
In the city, left last night for the
Kettner camp.
J. C. Balbrldge, the lumber merchant, left last night for a month'B
recreation In southern California. Mr1.
Haldrldge has a brother living near
Los Angeles.
Miss Elizabeth Brown, the stenographer, leaves tonight for Cooney,
Socorro county, where she will accept
a position with the Mogollon Oold &
Copper company.
"The County Chairman" appears at
tne New Crawford at El Paso tomorrow night. This was the company
booked at the Elks' opera house for
Aiarcn 14, but which cancelled the en
gagenient.
E. E. Moat, manager of the Pacific
Car Service association, who has been
attending to business In Albuquerque
for several days past, expects to leave
for San Francisco, his headquarters,
mis evening.
J. A. Kremls is the proprietor of
me new drug store opened at 823
South Second street. Mr. Kremls is
a druggist of sixteen years experience
and there is little doubt but that he
will be successful In his new venture.
Workmen are today tearing
out
the old bridge running cornerwlso
across north First stret and TIJeras
avenue. This was one of the sevecal
bridges built across the old ditch
which has been ordered filled by the
city council.
Conductor S. D. Heady and J. P.
Fowler have returned from attending
a meeting of trainmen held there last
Thursday. Matters of a secret nature
were discussed, supposedly concerning
the proposed strike of the trainmen,
but Just what took place has not been
made public.
C. B. Newton, proprietor of the
Moriarty hotel, Morlarty,
Torrance
county, Is in the city for the purpose
of purchasing coach
horses with
which to drive the numerous home-seekethat drop off at Morlarty out
Into the country, where homesteads
are to be located.
The east wall of the Graham
Brothers' building on Railroad avenue, occupied by the Yanow Jewelry
store, has begun to cave In at the
rear of the building, and the alley between Railroad and Qold avenues has
been blocked to prohibit pedestrians
and teams passing along the building.
C. A. Hudson, the well known
painter nnd decorator, has filed a suit
In the Bernalillo county district court
against Darby A. Day, Lizzie Day, the
Linden Savings Bank of Vermont and
M. W. Flournoy.
The suit Is a meAtchanics' leln against property.
torney E. W. Dobson represents the
plaintiff.
Assistant Marshal Kennedy returned to the city Saturday night from
Las Vegas accompanied by a man by
the name of G. Martin, who, the local
police were asked to arrest and hold.
Chief of Police McMIUin's dispatch
came from J. D. Whelan & Co., a
company located In a southern town
of Texas, who charge Martin with
having several hundred dollars worth
of property belonging to them. Martin Is the loud mouthed fellow who
has been speallng for the "Dlinoo-dluin-
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MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES
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